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100 lh Anniversary Issue

early 100 years ago a handful of
students working in a three-story
building on Missoula’s north side
pieced together the first edition of the
Montana Kaimin.
Editor Charles Pixley, class of 1899,
oversaw the production of the 26-page
paper, which hit the newsstands at 15
cents an issue.

N

Knimin is a tSalish word for messages.

“The students have felt the need of
some common interest, something around
which they can rally,” Pixley’s staff wrote
in 1898. “In view of this they have begun a
college paper, of which this is the first
issue. “
A century later, Pixley’s dream contin
ues.
Today, the Kaimin is seen by more than

F r i d a y , A p r i l 10, t f f l B

6,000 readers four times a week.
This week the paper celebrates its
100th birthday by taking a look at its col
orful and sometimes controversial history.
The following pages tell the stories of
the Kaimin’s past as they examine the
turmoil, the faces and the news that have
shaped the paper and the campus for the
last 100 years.
C ontinued on page 2

T a b le o f C o n t e n ts

Talents, trials, trouble

— The Kaimin’s early years told the
stories of an infant campus where tents
substituted for buildings.

1898-1930 Page 4
—The G reat Depression aifected little
a t UM in the 1930s except for the in
debt football team.

1930-40 Page 5
— Women take center stage as UM’s
men march off to fight in World War II.

1940-50 Page 7
—UM saw Louis Armstrong, Vincent
Price and its first Sadie Hawkins dance
in the 1950s.

1950-60 Page 8
— From editorials calling for the legal
ization of pot to protests, the 1960s
were the Kaimin’s and UM’s rebel
years.

1960-70 Pages 10 & 11
—The athletic departm ent got in hot
w ater and UM got the birth control pill.
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The 1909 Kaimin staff.

1970-80 Pages 12 &13
— The drinking age is up, parking’s
down and the Grizzly football program
tu rn s around.

1980-90 Pages 14 & 15
— Ed Dugan, Kaimin adviser for 37
years, mirrors the many faces th a t have
helped fill the Kaimin’s pages.

Pages 16 & 17
— The era of political correctness and
the Internet brings a controversial
photo of homosexuals kissing.

1990-98 Pages 18 & 19
— When battling ASUM and the admin
istration, the Kaimin manages to end up
in the stories, not ju s t write them.

Page 21
— The Vietnam conflict wasn’t the
only reason UM students have gone
on the march.

Page 23
— From 1972-79 UM was home to
America’s largest kegger, a fund-raising
event for the Mansfield Library.

Page 25
— In the past 100 years, the pages of the
Kaimin have been filled with stories of corrup
tion, m istakes and pranks. B ut there are also
stories th a t never made it into the paper.

Pages 26-31

M ontana K aim in
The M ontana Kaim in C entennial
Tab w
as p a rt o f Kaim in sta ffer
Kevin C rough's senior project. We
w ould like to thank the follow ing
contributors fo r th e ir long hours
and fo r enduring num erous paper
cuts as they paged through the
leather-bound copies o f the
Kaim in:

Centennial

Tab

Co-Editor....

Matt Ochsner (Montana Kaimin
1997-98 Editor)

Centennial

Tab

Co-Editor....

Kevin Crough

Advising Editors........Carol Van
Valkenburg, Dennis Swibold
Copy Editors...... Earl Allen,
Sonja Ammondt, Thomas Mullen

Contributing
Writers/
Researchers..... Kevin Crough,
Sonja Lee, Travis McAdam,
Thomas Mullen, Matt Ochsner,
Josh Pichler, John Reed, Nate
Schweber, Kim Skomogoski, Katja
Stromnes, Steph Wampler
Researchers.... Rob Lubke, Katie

PAGE-2

Oyan, Kevin Van Valkenburg
Designers... Kim Eiselein, Kristen
Jahnke, Kevin Rhodes, Kim
Skomogoski

Photo Editor... Stuart Thurlkill
Business Manager... Paula
Rilling
Production
Assistants....
Demian Jackson, Vince Kong,
Kevin
Rhodes,
Karen
Samuelson
Adverting Representatives...
Alison Forkner, Emily Garding,
Jennifer Hoenigsberg, Jaimie
Novak
Office Manager.... Vicki Warp
ON THE COVERS.... The front
cover art was created by Jacob
Marcinek. Special thanks to Monte
Dolack for his cooperation in creat
ing the back cover, which was
designed by Kim Skomogoski.

A century of Kaimin history
lope a little further under the editorship of
oused in Army surplus tents, the
David Rorvik. Writing editorials that attacked
Kaimin began turning heads in
everything from the Catholic Church to laws
Montana way back in 1909, almost
prohibiting marijuana, Rorvik got the Kaimin
five years before the journalism school would
in plenty of hot water.
appear on campus. The paper had slimmed to
More than 50 students signed a letter asking
four pages and emerged as Missoula’s newest
th at Rorvik be dismissed, and a Billings radio
weekly. Some 70 miles down the road, the
station aired a multi-part editorial senes that
Anaconda Standard heralded the Kaimin as
blasted the paper.
“neat and attractive in style” and “full of real
Montana Gov. Tim Babcock even got into the
university news.”
act.
In the early 1920s the journalism school and
“Tm the most broad-minded person who’s
the Kaimin offices were moved into a World
ever sat in this office,” he said in a phone call to
War I barracks built for the Student Army
the Kaimin in 1966. “B ut I think the line
Training Corps. Known as “the Shack,” the
should be drawn somewhere above that.
building shook violently every time the presses
“You want to m aintain as much prestige as
ran, and everything in it, from the walls to the
possible. Many of the alumni are very con
plumbing, was outdated and decrepit. It was
cerned.”
even rumored the Kaimin’s typewriters were
After Rorvik’s term ran out in 1966 the
original models their inventors used when they
Kaimin’s critics mellowed, but the news didn’t
applied for patents.
Throughout the remainder of the decade the
The Kaimin finally found a permanent home
Kaimin followed student protesters through the
in 1936 when Dean Arthur Stone broke ground
for UM’s Journalism Building. By 1938 the
streets of Missoula as they marched against
Kaimin was recognized as the
racial discrimination and the
Vietnam War. The paper fre
Northwest’s first daily college
Story t y Kaim in E ditor quently ran stories about draft
paper.
Some 11 years later the
dodgers and marijuana smok
M att OcLsner
Kaimin would endure its first
ers, remaining one of
mqjor controversy.
Montana’s best barometers of change in the
Under the direction of an editorial board
‘60s.
th a t included Bill Smurr and future actor
In 1970 the Kaimin opinion pages got a little
Carroll O’Connor, the Kaimin ran an editorial
flavor from a young artist named Monte
cartoon blasting budgeting decisions made by
Dolack.
the state Board of Examiners. The cartoon
“I paid him $1 to draw a caricature of this
depicted three rats — each appearing to repre
guy who was retiring,” editor T.J. Gilles said. “I
sent members of the board — gnawing a t a
can always say th a t Tm the one who got Monte
bag containing the university budget. Smurr
Dolack a job.”
wrote an accompanying editorial also critical of
The paper bickered with ASUM on and off
the board.
through much of the 1980s, before an angry
Fearing the cartoon and editorial might
student senate eventually cut the Kaimin’s
offend the governor and other state bigwigs,
budget to $1 in 1987.
University President Jam es McCain ordered
In 1996 the paper made a major move
the presses stopped and copies of the paper
toward independence when students voted to
taken to the dump. Grudgingly Smurr agreed
fund the Kaimin with a $2 per semester stu
to change the editorial but refiised to budge on
dent fee, severing many of its ties with the stu
the cartoon and ordered a new press run. Again dent government and ending the political jug
the presses were stopped, and this time an
gernaut.
emergency Central Board session was con
Tbday the paper employs a 50-person staff
vened. The board sided with the president, and
and boasts a homepage on the Internet. Next
Smurr and O’Connor both resigned.
winter the Kaimin newsroom will move from
“I never was able to make up my mind th a t I the second floor of the journalism school to the
did the wise thing in resigning,” Smurr wrote
building’s basement, in an area vacated by the
years later in a letter to journalism Dean
university’s printing service.
Nathaniel Blumberg.
And when the school year grinds to a halt in
“As I see it today, I was foolish and honest,
May, the paper will send another crop of
and the others were wise and dishonest. On the promising journalists out into the field.
whole, I would rather be honest, I think.”
“A lot of these kids owe quite a bit to the
That incident was only a precursor of later
Kaimin,” said Ed Dugan, the Kaimin’s faculty
controversy.
adviser for more than 30 years. “I don’t mean a
In the 1960s, the Kaimin pushed the enve
little bit, I mean a lot. I think most of them will
tell you the same thing.”
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Hot Top 4 0 Dance Music
Tuesday-Saturday 9 p.m.- 1:30 a.m.
• 1000 SQ.. FT. HARDWOOD DANCE FLOOR
• PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED D J .
• $100,000 CUSTOM SOUND, LIGHT & VIDEO SYSTEM
• 10 FOOT BIG SCREEN T.V.

Ten Micro Beers on Tap
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS & SLUSH DRINKS
•KITCHEN OPEN FOR LUNCH TUESDAY-FRIDAY
•APPETIZERS, SALADS, SOUPS, S A N D W IC H ES & BURGERS
•LAD IES N IG H T & PO O L TO U R N AM EN TS EVER Y W E D N ES D A Y
•25C PROGRESSIVE BEER N IG H T TH U RSD AY

4 POOL TABLES, FOOSBALL, DARTS,
POKER & KENO MACHINES

4 t h A n n u a l BEACH PARTY
W ednesday, A p r il 22nd!
BIKINI CONTEST, MUSCLE MAN CONTEST, LIMBO
CONTEST, DOORPRIZES, DRINKSPECIALS, DANCEMUSIC
BE RESPONSIBLE-DRINK RESPONSIBLY
WE SUPPORT HOME FREE MISSOULA
and SOBEAR PROGRAM
APRIL 10, 1998
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O n s p a r t a n cL t H ,c a m p u s , t
Jo h n A. Reed
Kaimin Reporter
The four canvas army
tents pitched near the Oval
in the early 1900s were as
humble a home for the jour
nalism school as the other
simple quarters UM boasted
a t the time.
With only Main Hall and
the Science Building, UM
still proudly advertised “six
courses of study and a prep
course.” Campus journalism
wasted little time in making
a statem ent, too. On Ju n e 1,
1898, the first edition of the
M ontana Kaimin rolled off
the press.
A monthly effort a t first,
the Kaimin combined the

artful literary styling of stu
dent w riters
w ith the col
orful gossip of
campus life.
It was soon to
become a UM
staple.
And in
keeping pace
w ith the
growing uni
versity, the
student-run
paper
expanded into
a weekly,
then bi-week
ly publica
tion.
By the
mid-1920s,

NO.

J3

^ K a im in J ln c fs it s te g s

the campus had sprouted 19

buildings on more th an 60
acres. The
Kaimin
followed
suit, subtlety biossoming
from a
magazine
to a newspaper form at.
The
Kaimin
reflected
all th a t
was importa n t in
campus
life: education,
sports,

music, finances and the occasional romance angle. And it
changed as the needs of students changed. A story about
equal-rights suffragist
Jean n ette Rankin was comfortably placed alongside a
feature about the Kaimin’s
“Poison Squad” investigation
of insufferable campus food,
as the paper made the full
transition from literary magazine to newspaper.
The Kaimin’s boisterous
and blustery style of those
early years now seems frivolous by today’s standards,
B ut m easured against the
yardstick of time, only the
words have changed, not the
spirit,

P h o to , q o. 94-125/K. R oss Toole A rc h iv e s

Workers lay the cornerstone for Main Hall in 1897. A time capsule
was placed, in the cornerstone at the time, but university officials
were unable to locate it after several attempts in the 1990s.
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June 1898 — The first issue of the
Montana Kaimin sells for 15 cents a
copy. Oscar J. Craig is the first UM
president and William J. Craig and
Morton Elrod are professors on a cam
pus consisting of two buildings.
November 1899 — UM offers six
courses and a “prep" course.
September 1900— The Kaimin
becomes a weekly paper.
May 1901 — The Kaimin produces
an issue printed entirely in red ink.
March 1903 — A passing train
crew spots a fire in the Science Hall,
one of only two buildings on the cam
pus. The building’s saved by Missoula
fire fighters, who come from more than
a mile away.
December 1904 — The paper
begins its fledgling editorial page.
February 1906 — The student gov
ernment is begins. The Kaimin prints
the student constitution.
October — Sigma Nu, UM’s
newest fraternity, throws a party at its
new “digs* on South Third West.
January 1907 — William Jennings
Bryan, Supreme Court justice, lectures
in Missoula.
June — UM gets its first library.
January 1909— The Kaimin
reports that “basket ball" is in “its
height in preparation* and the season
promises to be a “hummer."
October— The Kaimin cajoles stu
dents to learn the Montana yells and
cautions them to not use their high
school yells as substitutes.
June — The Senior Class of 1909
is featured in this month’s issue — all
18 of them, with photographs.
March 9,1911 — Former UM
President Craig is “summoned unex
pectedly" while in San Diego. The
front-page Kaimin story explains that
Craig died after a long illness.
April 6,1911 — ExPresident Teddy
Roosevelt visits UM amid I
much fanfare and lectures JIM /
on higher education.
Jan. 18,1912 —
M
w
l
The University Press Club mulls over
having ASUM take command of the

r
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day-to-day operations of the Kaimin.
ASUM opposes the idea, but later that
month the Kaimin is placed under
ASUM control.
Feb. 29 — UM
law school stu
dents collaborate
on their own
special edition
of the Kaimin.
The edition
includes sto
ries on the
history of
the law school.
May 2 — Freshmen
build the “M”

ST

1898-1930

May 23
— Professor William Craighead is the
new UM president.
Oct. 10 — Jeannette Rankin, UM
class of 1902, speaks to the UM Equal
Suffrage Club about her ideals on
womens' right to vote.
Dec. 12 — The Kaimin celebrates
the holidays with a special Christmas
front page, decked out in red and
green ink. Inside, a literary supplement
titled “The Occasional Kaimin“ debuts.
Jan. 9,1913 — Law students are
up in arms over the horrendous,
cramped conditions in their law library,
calling it worse than the “Black Hole of
Calcutta.”
Jan. 16 — Kaimin editor Charles
Dickey tries to resign, but is retained
for a lack of qualified candidates.
Feb. 6 — Jeannette Rankin is
lauded for her equal suffrage efforts at
a gathering of more than 200 people
at Missoula’s Palace Cafe.
Feb. 2 7 — The Kaimin “Poison
Squad” goes undercover in the food
service to expose the disgusting
entrees and to save “dorm girls.”
April 3 — The Kaimin publishes
daily as a special for an on-campus
track meet.
May 1 — The Law School moves
into the library building. President
Craighead promises the law school the
whole bottom floor.

May 22— Paul Domblaser wins
the ASUM presidential election, defeat
ing Kaimin editor Carl Dickey, 105-65.
Sept. 1 4,1 91 4 — The journalism
school gets approval for a new build
ing between Main Hall and the
Science Building,
‘ next to the

hedge."
Oct. 29 — The old
J-school building is demolished
and carted away by Fort Missoula sol
diers.
Sept. 30,1919 — William Aber
dies Sept. 2 in Connecticut. The UM
campus mourns the loss of “Daddy,”
as he was known to the students.
Nov. 7 — The UM faculty joins a
labor union for the first time. UM gets
its own telephone switchboard.
Jan. 6,1920 — More than 787 stu
dents are expected to register this
quarter.
Feb. 3 — Straughn Scheuch, son
of the acting UM president, dies from
“acute indigestion.”
March 26 — UM returns to an 8
a.m. start for classes. The 8:20 a.m.
starting time, used until recently, is
called “inconvenient.”
April 26 — UM’s 400-yard men’s
relay team, anchored by Harry Adams,
streaks past the Northwest’s finest
sprinters, with a finish time of 40:02:05
seconds.
June 1 — UM’s baseball team,
coached by W.E. Schreiber, wins the
Northwest Conference championship
pennant, the first title in UM history.
Oct. 5 ,1 9 2 0 — The football team
defeats Mount St. Charles College
133-0 in the first game of the year.
“We showed some weaknesses," said
Montana coach Bernard Beirman on

the win. “Some things were encourag
ing."
Oct. 26 — Former university presi
dent Dr. Edwin Boon Craighead dies
suddenly of a stroke apoplexy.
Journalism Dean A .L Stone delivers a
“touching" eulogy at his funeral.
Dec. 17 — Records show 103 of
the 919 students enrolled are from out
of state. Minnesota leads the list
of non-residents with
16. The uni
versity also
listed five stu
dents from the
Philippines and
one from
Canada.
Sept. 30.1921
— University
enrollment exceeds
1,000 for the first
time with 1,601 stu
dents.
Feb. 28,1922 — The Council of
Women’s Self Governing Association
approves a standard set of rules for
women students. Three of the rules
include: 1) Women can live only in
houses registered and approved by
the university; 2) Only by special per
mission can female students live in the
same house as men; 3) Under no cir
cumstances may a man enter a
woman’s room.
May 10 — Printing of the Kaimin is
delayed a week when workers at the
Missoulian Publishing Co. strike.
Oct. 2,1923 — The old forestry
building becomes home to the student
store and government offices.
Oct. 9 — A case of hand grenades
is mailed to UM President C.H.
Clapp’s office. After reading a descrip
tion of the package’s contents, Clapp’s
secretary called the authorities.
Jan. 29,1924 — Three UM stu
dents are arrested for the robbery of
pO.OOO from the Missoula post office.
“Just to see if we could do it" was their
only excuse.
Jan. 12,1925
KUOM, UM’s new
500-watt radio station, hits the air
waves, broadcasting “hot news” and

a

g u v

music. President C.H. Clapp asks the
students to stop smoking “in the hall
ways and corridors’ of UM's buildings.
March 1 9 ,1 9 2 6 — ASUM
President Oscar Dahlberg recom
mends preventing other schools from
using the name "Grizzlies’ for their
teams. Dahlberg becomes upset after
learning the University of California
also was using the name.
May 5 — Students are asked to
support a monthly salary of $30 for the
Kaimin editor, for Tosses incurred."
March 8 ,1927 — The "M" dub
reminds co-eds that it is a violation of
campus tradition for women to wear
an athlete’s letter sweater. The Kaimin
celebrates 29 years of publishing and
is now a bi-weekly paper.
April 1,1927 — Front page head
line “Tongs Start War," tops a tonguein-cheek, April Fool's Day story about
“heathen hordes" overpower a UM
night watchman, stealing guns from
the ROTC and fleeing to Canada
Dec. 17,1927 — Health Service
statistics show 27 percent of the
women examined have enlarged thy
roid glands, while only 12 percent of
the men do. No ^ U "-*.
explanation is S
,
apparent for / £ ■
this discrep- ancy.
May 15,1928 — Biology professor
M. J. Elrod displays a tarantula in the
museum. The spider was donated by
a local grocery store that found it in a
shipment of bananas.
Oct. 4,1929 — Reid hockey and
swimming are the only women's athlet
ics offered at UM.
Jan. 8 ,1 9 3 0 — The university
band acquires more instruments: two
clarinets and a French horn, giving the
band “symphonic” balance.
July 24 — Seventy-five abnormal
psychology students visit the insane
asylum at Warm Springs and learn
that men outnumber women there 2-1,
but that the women are “more violent."

Text by John A. Reed
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Kaimaiii, cam pus grow despite D ep ressio n
Travis McAdam
K aim in Reporter
During the 1930s the Great
Depression gripped the nation. But you
wouldn’t know it from reading the
Kaimin, which mentioned it only twice.
In 1933 the Kaimin reported that
UM professors questioned President
Franklin Roosevelt’s decision to have a
national banking holiday. The other
reference was more indirect. The 1932
football team lost money, and one rea
son cited was the nationwide economic
depression.
Overall, student life was relatively
uneventful, with the exception of
events such as a ham sandwich serv
ing as a get-out-of-jail-free card and
Main Hall clock mishaps.
UM student George Vidal was
reported in the Kaimin to have avoid
ed jail time in France by showing a
gendarme the ham sandwich he had
purchased for dinner. The sandwich,
an unusual culinary attraction in

France, was the key piece of evidence
proving Vidal was a tourist, not a
vagrant. He was released.
While food helped Vidal avoid prob
lems, it was a catalyst for an incident of
campus. Four UM students were
injured during an egg-throwing ambush
at an ASUM rally. Onlookers were so
enraged they attacked the egg throwers
with paddles and fists, but nobody took

the time to identify them. The yolk ban
dits escaped.
The Kaimin may not have acknowl
edged the suffering economy, but suffer
ings of Main Hall’s clock got attention.
In 1933, the employee in charge of
winding the clock was sick and forgot to
call a replacement. Time stood still on
the UM campus until a heating plant
employee saved the day by winding the

P h o to n o. 88-0046/K.
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clock. Clock travails continued in 1937,
when someone stole the clapper from
the bell that chimed the hour. The clap
per and bell were reunited after a jour
nalist received a tip to look for the clap
per at the fairgrounds.
While reporting on dock capers and
food fun, the Kaimin experienced some
significant format, geographic and staff
gender changes in the 1930s.
Through most of the 1930s, the
Kaimin was in broadsheet, eight-col
umn form, but beginning in 1939, it
adopted the current 11x21, five-column
format.
The Kaimin also changed physical
location, moving into its current build
ing in 1938, from a structure known as
“The Shack.” The Shack, built to house
the Student Army Training Corps dur
ing World War I, proved to be an ineffident facility for publications.
Also, Virginia Hambiet was named
editor in 1936, becoming only the sec
ond female editor in the Kaimin’s 38year history.

Toole A rch iv es

A late arrival to UM’s Aber Day receives a good old fashion whooping. The annual
event included class contests and a campus cleanup.
1930-31
Sept. 26 — The School of Education opens,
becoming the seventh professional school at
UM. Its purpose was to “train superintendent,
principals, and supervisors for Montana
schools.’
Sept. 30 — Record enrollment is 1,220 stu
dents.
Oct. 17 — Loudspeakers are used for the
first time at a Griz football game, ushering in the
age of live announcing.
Feb. 10 — Forester's Ball organizers select
chaperones and announce that smoking will be
prohibited due to the highly flammable nature of
the ball’s decorations.
Feb. 10 — The university gets money to
build a new journalism building. The journalism
school is housed in a building constructed in
1918 to serve as barracks for the Student Army
Training Corps.
March 3 — The university sets a record for
the least amount of coal used in February
“because of sunshine and the wind is only blow
ing about half the day.’
1931-32
Oct. 22 — “Smex," an 8month-old Cinnamon bear, is
acquired and used as the mascot for Grizzly football games.

.

1932- 33
June 22 — Domblaser Reid now bears the
name of Paul Domblaser, a UM graduate who
was killed in World War I.
Sept. 30 — Student George Vidal avoids
imprisonment in France because he is able to
show gendarmes a ham sandwich he has
bought, which helps distinguish him from
vagrants.
Jan. 24 — The Grizzly football team of 1932
runs up a $2,900 deficit. The budget woes are
blamed on lack of student support, equipment
costs find a nationwide economic depression.
March 7 — Professors discuss FDR’s deci
sion to close of the nation’s banks and contem
plate whether it is constitutional.
March 31 — A Kaimin editorial quotes
Columbia faculty members, who say
beer may not be harmful to college stu
dents and may cause a poetic renais
sance.

II

11 ® /

1933-34
Oct. 13 — The university
proposes a new Student
Union Building.
Oct. 31
Men on the
UM campus discard their
razors until the Grizzly
football team wins anoth
er game.
Nov. 14 —
Approval for a new
Student Union
Building and a fed
eral grant of
$300,000 is announced. Its
opening is set for fall 1934.
Nov. 14 — J.C. Penney, head of Penney
chain stores, speaks at UM and tells listeners
that graduates must be willing to work from the
ground up and not to expect good jobs right
away.
193435
Nov. 16 — Graduate Harold Urey receives
the Nobel Peace Prize. He discovered “heavy"
water that is expected to help in the cure of can
cer.
April 2 — Students plan an anti-war demon
stration for the 18th anniversary of World War I,
with approval from UM President H.C. Clapp.
May 10 — University President H.C. Clapp
dies. The Kaimin’s front page is devoted to per
sonal testimonials from students and faculty.
1935-36
Oct. 18 — Men begin the Whisker Campaign
again, refusing to shave until the Grizzly football
team wins another game.
Nov. 5 — The school has its smallest budget
in history with $4,660.92, and interim President
F.C. Scheuch is taking the heat.
Nov. 5 — Boxer Joe Louis stops in Missoula
on his way to face heavyweight champion
James Braddock.
Nov. 22 — Gov. Frank Cooney speaks at the
dedication for the Student Union Building.
Dec. 10 — G.F. Simmons is named UM
president.
Jan. 14 — Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson
announces that the women’s curfew on Friday
and Saturday nights has been extended from
12:15 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.
March 3 — The university goes to court, hop
ing to get funds for the new journalism building.

March 24 — The Kaimin will again appear in
an 8-column format because it is no longer limit
ed by financial or mechanical limitations, and it
may go tri-weekly. The paper hasn’t
en in an 8-column format
since 1928.
April 28 — Virginia
Hambiet is selected as
the new Kaimin editor.
She is the second woman
editor in Kaimin history.
April 28 — Four UM
students are injured by egg
throwers during an ASUM
political rally. The rest of the
students turned on the throw
ers with paddles, rocks and fists,
chasing the delinquents away.
1936-37
Sept. 29 — Dean Stone breaks ground for a
new journalism building.
Oct. 27 — A new mandatory hygiene class
for all freshman men begins. Its topics include
general hygiene, diseases, food/nutrition, physi
cal education and defects of the body.
Jan. 12 — An flu epidemic strikes cam- —
pus, sending 49 students and 16 faculty
members to the hospital.
Feb. 16 — Students plan a
general walkout to encourage fund-'
ing from the Montana Legislature.
The plan is quashed by campus
w
leaders who decide it would be better to send a
student contingent to Helena.
April 16 — The State Board of Education
approves funds for new, all-female dorm.
May 21 — Somebody steals the clapper out
of the Main Hall bell. A journalist find the bells
after receiving a postcard telling him to look at
the fairgrounds.
1937-1938
Oct. 26 — Harry Adams announces he will
ban touch football if there is another serious
injury. There had been four injuries in two
weeks, and he asked teams to use more pass
plays.
Dec. 13 — The new journalism building
opens.

1938-1939
Sept. 27 — Turner Hall opens for upper-

class women and includes a heated tunnel that
runs to the Corbin Hall dining room. The Kaimin
reports the hall has “splendid new desks, new
beds and the lighting is excellent.’
Oct. 21 — William Jellison of the Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever lab lectures about the
presence of the bubonic plague in Missoula.
Nov. 1 — Students freak out over the broad
cast of War of the Worlds. Sorority girls are hys
terical, reports say, while fraternity men remain
level-headed.
Dec. 9 — The Kaimin becomes a five-col
umn daily for two academic quarters. If success
ful, the change will be made permanent, marking
the beginning of the current format.
Feb. 7 — A Kaimin front-page story reports
the athletic department has bought a new wash
ing machine with a 70-pound capacity.
March 11 — The Kaimin publishes the
names of freshmen women who earned the right
to have weeknight dating privileges.
March 20 — Foresters enlarge the “M’ as
part of the Aber Day celebration. It will now be
100 feet high and 75 feet wide.
May 4 — Robert Pantzer, future UM presi
dent, is elected ASUM president.

'

1939-40
Sept. 28 — The ChemistryPharmacy building is dedicated and
^contains “the most modem laboratories”
^
in the Pacific Northwest.
Sept. 29 — Mrs. Theodore Brantly
resigns as social director of North H a ll, the
freshmen women’s dorm. That hall eventually
was named after her.
Jan. 16 — The State Board of Education
receives petitions asking them to give UM
President Simmons an immediate leave of
absence to investigate the resignation of faculty
who left because of him. Simmons is accused of
berating faculty members, firing faculty without
legitimate reason and not giving proper attention
to work.
Feb. 29 — After the 11 days of hearings from
75 witnesses, the State Board of Education
decides to rescind their action in September that
demanded the resignations of five faculty mem
bers who were critical of President Simmons.
April 11 — Jeannette Rankin says she is
‘ seriously thinking about running for Congress.”

Text by Travis McAdam

George Aclum.s, T hom as Mooney, oO -ol; Thom as Mooney, John C urtis, 61-32; M yrle Clifford, John C urtis, J . Stanley H ill, 3 2 -33; J,
Stanley Ilill, Colin Raff, 33 —
3-4; Colin Raff, Tom TVignl, 0-1-05; Tom TViga], Virginia Ham hlct, 35-36; Virginia Hamhlel, Don Larson, 3 6-57;
Don Larson, Bill Forhis, 37-38; Bill Forhis, Don B artsrh 38-39; Don B artsrh, Bill Jam es, 3 9 -4 0
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HINDU ISM .. .worships 300,000
different gods

ISLAM...devoted to one
distant God

BUDDHISM...believes
no God or gods exist

CHRISTIANITY...believes and interacts
with one God

NEW AGE...believes we ourselves
are God

Arethey reallyall the same?
Confused about the differences among the major world religions? For a free and
easy-to-read article describing Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism, Christianity and New
Age.. .and how to connect with the Divine.. .call or email us. Just ask for the article,
"Connectihg with the Divine."

Sponsored by
Campus Crusade
for Christ

Weekly Meeting:
Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
119 Gallagher

1-800-236-9238 •escm ail@ ccci.org • http://religions.everystudent.com
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Fellas go to war,
women go to work

TH E

M o n t a n a

N ate Schw eber
K aim in Reporter
A full half-century before the
Spice Girls', the them e in the
Kaimin and on campus in the 1940s
was “Girl Power.”
Because of World War II, male
enrollm ent a t UM had fallen to an
all-time low of 132.
The Kaimin staff consisted mostly
of women, who were faced w ith the
demands of a shrinking staff and a
shrinking budget.
News of the impending draft first
broke on Oct. 16, 1940, and some
450 UM students registered th a t
day.
Robert E. Johnson was the first
UM student drafted.
“I’ve never had any tough luck
before, but I’m not so confident
now,” he told the paper.
The Kaimin and the university
supported the war. A Kaimin editori
al dated Oct. 16, 1941, p u t it this
way: “When the time approaches
th a t we m ust don a uniform of the
United States of America, let’s not
be griping all the time about giving
our life for our country.”
When legislation was proposed to
exempt college students from the
draft, the N ational Association of
S tate Universities unanim ously
opposed it. “There is no sound rea

K a im in

son why young men of draft age
should be perm itted to defer their
m ilitary service simply because they
happen to be students in an in stitu 
tion of higher education, ” the
group’s statem ent read.
On campus, the w ar’s effect was
strongly felt. Homecoming was can
celed in 1942,>and an Army school
was placed on campus from 1941 to
1945. In case of an attack, the uni
versity installed a policy requiring a
total blackout if a whistle atop the
power-plant was sounded.
The Kaimin felt the sting of war,
too. Due to the national pressure to
conserve money and resources, the
Kaimin suffered significant financial
losses and was reduced to a weekly
paper in 1943.
As the decade went on, the
Kaimin’s pages were frequently
filled w ith news of UM w ar heroes,
and a regular column was dedicated
to casualties.
The Kaimin also kept tabs on its
grads, reporting th a t two former
editors were shot and wounded.
Because the student body was
predom inantly female, much of the
Kaimin’s news focused on women.
There were stories about a women’s
group on campus th a t sewed ban
dages for wounded soldiers. In 1945
the Kaimin even ran a regular col
um n titled, “Women in the News.”

Cigarette com panies were som e o f the K a im in ’s best advertisers in the 1940s, espe
cially Camel, w hich ran half-page spots a t least twice a week.

1940- 1941
Oct. 16 — More than 450 UM
students and faculty are expected to
sign up for the nation's first peace
time draft.
Oct. 30 — Robert E. Johnson, a
senior in business from Anaconda,
is the first UM student drafted in the
first American peacetime draft. ‘ I
have never had any tough luck
before but I am not so confident
now,” Johnson said.
Jan. 9 — Mrs. Theodore Brantly,
social director of North Hall from
1924 to 1939, dies at the home of
her daughter.
Feb. 28 — Novelist Virginia Wolff
speaks to a freshman English class.
April 16 — UM President George
Finlay Simmons resigns an'd is
replaced by law school dean
Charles W. Leaphart.
May 7 — Clarence Himing, a
junior in pre-law, is shot through the
heart shortly after midnight by an
unknown assailant. Himing left his
house and was about to drive to his
parents’ home when he discovered
someone rummaging through his
car. The man shot Himing, who ran
back into his house screaming and
clutching his chest.
May 9 — Railroad signal worker
Elwood A. McPhereson confesses
to shooting Clarence Himing.
McPhereson had been drinking at a
bar and was walking back to the
boxcar where he lived when he tried
to break into Hirning’s car.
1941- 1942
Oct. 7 — Enrollment is down
19.3 percent with the number of
males in attendance dropping from
1,135 to 849.
Dec. 9 — Dr. Ernest Melby is
named UM president.
Dec. 12 — President Melby
encourages students to think before
registering for the draft.
Jan. 7 — The university lays out
a procedure for causing a blackout
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on campus in case of invasion.
During an invasion, a whistle would
signal students to shut off all the
lights around campus.
Jan. 15 — Enrollment drops
another 10 percent as more stu
dents register for the draft. '
Feb. 18 — Due to a
decrease in student subscrip
tions and national advertising,
the Kaimin is reduced to
three issues a week.
May 14 — Dean A. L.
Stone, described as the “grand old
man of Montana journalism" retires.
Stone was the founder of UM’s
School of Journalism.
1942-1943
Oct. 16 — The Kaimin will pub
lish twice instead of three times a
week.
Oct. 16 — The Kaimin publishes
an editorial urging students to go to
war. It reads, “When the time
approaches that we must don a uni
form of the United States of
America, let’s not be griping all the
time about giving our life for our
country."
Oct. 20 — The university cancels
its homecoming celebration to con
serve gas and rubber for the war
effort.
Oct. 30 — More than 150 UM
women register to work in the Red
Cross sewing room. They will make
children’s clothes, pajamas and
bandages for hospitalized soldiers.
Feb. 23 — Army classes on
campus shorten regular
classes by 20 minutes.
March 2 — An Army Air
Force unit is stationed on cam
pus and is welcomed in the
.
Kaimin by front-page guest let
ters from R. H. Jesse, dean of the
faculty, and from the student body
president.
March 26 — Seventy-two univer
sity men have been called to active
duty by the U.S. War Department.

They are scheduled to ship out April
8.

Dec. 15 — Lt. Thomas Wigal,
who was fighting with the seventh
army in France, becomes the sec
ond Kaimin editor to be wounded in
war. The other was Ray Fenton,
who was hit in the neck by shrap
nel while fighting in the
* South Pacific.
1
Feb. 9 — Lt. Bill
jSwartz, a B-24 pilot, tells
the Kaimin about dodging
bullets and flak during the
i ivasion of Normandy. “You
know, before I got in this war
i was afraid it would be over
before I got in,” Swartz said.
“I’m not worrying anymore."
May 5 — About 1,500 stu
dents and community members fill
the Student Union Auditorium and
sing' the national anthem after hear
ing unofficial reports of a complete
German surrender.

S

April 23 —
A freshman is appoint
ed Kaimin editor for the time,
because of the war.
19431944
The Kaim in is reduced to a
w eekly publication. It now com es
out on Fridays.
Sept. 24 — The university
announces it is dropping all athletic
competition for the year to conserve
resources for the war effort.
April 14 — The Kaimin reports
that the “weaker sex” is competent
with a rifle. At an all-female sharpshooting competition, the Kaimin
says “eight of the 20 nimrods have
shot perfect scores.”
19441945
Sept. 27 — UM is still training
enlisted men. This is the fourth year
UM has been “in uniform.”
Oct. 6 — U.S. House Rep. Mike
Mansfield is sent on a special mis
sion to China by the president of
the United States.
Oct. 10 — Enrollment grows
by 113 students to 777. About
‘ 625 are women.
Dec. 1 — Missoula native and
flying ace Hubert Zemke, who was
credited with shooting down 28
German aircraft, is shot down and
taken prisoner on his last flight over
Germany.

1945-1946
April 2 — UM’s enrollment is up
to 1,718 — its highest total since
before the war.
1946-1947
Oct. 6 — Fessy IV, a live bear
cub, is the latest Grizzly mascot.
March 6 — Gov. Sam Ford
approves $657,275 to be used for
construction of new university build
ings.
1947-1948
Nov. 21 — The Missoula speed
limit is reduced to 25 mph after a
speeding motorist runs over a dog.
Jan. 28 — The university spends
a whopping $4,336.74 on coal to
keep the campus warm in
December.
Feb. 25 — The Publication
Board votes unanimously to
increase the salaries for Kaimin
employees. The Kaimin editor fared
best as the salary for that position
increased from $35 a month to $70.
June 1 — The Kaimin reports

that in the winter of 1941 news was
so slow that Kaimin editor Duncan
“Scotty” Campbell had the Kaimin
staff heist the forestry school’s
stuffed moose, Bertha. “It was the
big story of the year, and we at the
Kaimin helped' make the news,”
Campbell said.
1948- 1949
March 4 — The Education Club
decides unanimously at a campus
forum that all students should be
taught sex education, beginning in
kindergarten.
1949- 1950
Sept. 28 — UM President James
McCain orders that the presses are
stopped during the printing of the
first Kaimin of the school year
because it contains an editorial car
toon blasting the Board of
Examiners. A short time later editor
Bill Smurr and associate editor
Carroll O'Connor announce their
resignations.
Dec. 6 — Hollywood stars Mark
Stevens, Nancy Guild and Betty
Lynn attend the grand opening of
the Fox Theater Missoula.
Jan. 17 — The Kaimin gets
linked to the United Press teletype,
enabling it to print the latest world
news. The Kaimin is the only col
lege paper in the Rocky Mountains
to have this capability.
Feb. 1 — The United
States supports Harry
ruman’s decision to
build a hydrogen bomb.
March 7 — Kaimin
ales on staff apologize
or using so much profan
ity on the editorial pages.
May 23 — UM President Dr.
James A. McCain resigns.to accept
the same position at Kansas State
University.

Text by Nate Schweber

Bill James, 40-41; Bill Bellingham, 41-42; Ray Fenton, 42-43; Verna Brackman, Mary A n n '
Luebben, Joyce Phillips, 43-44; Karma Johnson, 44-45; Robert C. Blair, 45-46;
Arnold A. ;
Rivin, 46-47; Vic
Reinemer, 47-48; Paul A. Hawkins, 48-49; Bill Smurr, George Remington, N-
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Tke boijs ape back in town...
M opm alaj

THE MONTANA

K A IM IN
1950-51
Oct. 25 — The Grizzlies defeat
the Bobcats 33-0 in the Copper
Bowl. The Kaimin reported,
‘ Montana's ofttimes indifferent
Grizzlies tacked up the scrawny
hide of a hapless Bobcat.”
Nov. 2 — Two Puerto Rican rev
olutionaries attempt to assassinate
President Harry Truman. One
assassin is killed and the other
wounded by White House guards.
Nov. 8 — Mike Mansfield
defeats Ralph Y. McGinnis for a
seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
Dec. 1 — A campus parking
plan enforced by student patrolmen
takes effect. The plan created
1,372 parking spaces on campus.
Faculty members were designated
170 spaces.
Dec. 8 — Dr. Carl
McFarland, a UM graduate and
Washington D.C., lawyer, is
offered the university presiden
cy, which he later accepts.
Jan. 23 — Lord Winfred
Woolsack, the inspiration for
Mad Magazine’s Alfred E.
Neuman, announces that he will
officiate the Annual Barrister’s Ball.
Feb. 23 — UM opens 366 hous
ing units for married students.
About 335 of them were reserved
for war veterans.
March 19 — Jazz legend Louis
Armstrong plays at the university
with Earl Hines and Jack
Teagarden. The concert raised
$600, spurring a disagreement
between the student government
and promoters on how the money
should be distributed.
1951- 52
Nov. 16 — A Kaimin headline
about a Sadie Hawkins dance
reads, ‘ Gals, Man-Hunting Season
Closes Tonight; Bag, Tag Your Man
Now.”
Jan. 25 — Don Cullen, the head
of the Forester's Ball, announces
that liquor will be banned and that
bouncers will patrol the event.
April 4 — Duke Ellington and his
orchestra play in the Student
Union. Tickets cost $1.80.
1952- 53
Oct. 7 — Sen. Richard Nixon,
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and Sen.
Paul Douglass visit Missoula in the
midst of Homecoming festivities.
Nov. 5 — Dwight Eisenhower
defeats Adlai Stevenson to become
the first Republican Party president
since 1928. Montana voters say
they like Ike.
Jan. 15 — Students vote for a
6,000-seat field house by an over
whelming majority. The proposal
was later rejected by the New
Student Union committee and the
Student Union Executive commit
tee. However, Central Board
passed the proposal and construc
tion began in March.
1953- 54
Oct. 1 — Fifty years
of corrosion is cleaned l
off the old Main Hall bell W 45 p
before it is taken away
and mounted on a
truck bed. The bell
H B tB 1
now rings every time the Grizzlies
score on the gridiron.
Oct. 3 — Duke Ellington returns
to the university for Dad’s Day.
Nov. 3 — Kaimin reports on

P J .I

Brother Carey of Sigma Chi who
had died some 30 years earlier.
Carey was then embalmed and
returned to his fraternity to await his
parents' arrival.
Nov. 17 — As work on the field
house speeds up, Robert Breen,
field house manager, cautions that
a big drop in outside temperatures
could cause clouds and rain inside
the 72-foot-high building unless the
air is constantly circulated.
Dec. 11 — The field house
opens in a week when the
Grizzlies face the
National

ing. “Our new system is not fool
proof, but no system is. We are
merely continuing experiments to
provide a better paper,” an explana
tory editorial said.
April 6 — The concept of using
parking stickers on campus is bom.
Recommendations called for the
issuance of stickers to all faculty
members and students.
April 17 — Carroll O’Connor
produces “A Seraph Intercedes.”
O'Connor wrote the play with
LeRoy Hinze, chairman of UM’s
drama department, who directed it.

1956-57

Champion Indiana
Hoosiers. The Kaimin ran a
tribute to the field house based on
Clement C. Moores ‘A Visit From
St. Nicholas.’ “All the Hoosiers won
was the tweet of a whistle; While
the Grizzlies outscored the points
on a thistle.”
Jan. 22 — Professor Richard H.
Jesse retires after 42 years in the
chemistry department. Nobel Prize
winner Harold Urey was one of
Jesse's students.
May 14 — Professor James L.
C. Ford resigns as dean of the
School of Journalism. Ford, who
resigned for personal reasons, con
tinued to teach in the school.

1954-55
Jan. 28 — UM basketball coach
George Dahlberg and football
coach Edward Chinske resign.
Dahlberg assumed athletic director
duties, and Chinske remained to
teach physical education.
Feb. 17 — The Lodge is dedi
cated. The building had space for
2,000 students to eat at one time,
and featured private conference
and meeting rooms on the top floor.

1955- 56
Sept. 30 — A joint student-facul
ty liquor control committee winds up
a series of summer meetings on
student drinking. The committee
released a set of rules that prohibit
ed drinking on campus, or at
school-sponsored functions.
Oct. 1 3 — A newly-discovered
type of snail is named after zoology
professor Royal Brunson. The snail
was called Discus brunsoni.
Jan. 5 — The Kaimin
announces that it will become a
p.m. paper. Editor Kim Forman
wrote, “by changing to a p.m.
paper, the Kaimin will be both bet
ter written and better read.”
Jan. 20 — Kaimin reporter Gary
Sorenson survives a crash landing
in the Lewis and Clark schoof yard.
Sorenson, on his first plane ride,
wanted to take aerial pictures of
campus.
Feb 14 — The Kaimin aban
dons the p.m. format and returns to
distributing the paper in the mom-

Oct. 5 — The new parking
program takes effect.
Cars are divided into
general groups including
faculty and staff, com
muters and female stu
dents.
Oct. 10 — The quarter
system beats out the semes
ter plan by a slim margin in a
secret faculty vote.
Nov. 1 — Police are called
to calm Halloween revelers
who hung an effigy of President
Carl McFarland, burned a 10foot cross and raided sororities.
Nov. 26 — Benny Goodman
and his band swing through clas
sics like “Sing, Sing, Sing," and
“Stomping at the Savoy" before a
crowd of 1,500.
Jan. 31 — Marjorie Cooper, bal
let teacher, instructs the football
team on the finer points of ballet in
an effort to improve their coordina
tion, poise and balance.
March 15 — The Kaimin’s annu
al goon issue projects the university
in 1984. Headlines include, ‘Cuban
Revolt Quieted; Bloodshed is
Stopped,’ ‘Payment Required To
Obtain Grades,’ and ‘Owner of
Missing Pistol Is Needed.’

p g I u p t is

lo U M

“Gals, Man-Hunting Season Closes Tonight; Bag, Tag Your
Man.”
.
.
No, Montana women had not started shooting men in lieu ol
deer, nor had an S&M shop opened in town. This 1951 headline
heralded an upcoming Sadie Hawkins dance.
Indeed, the 1950s saw a resurgence of men on campus follow
ing the war-tom 1940s. Although the Korean Conflict was under
way, University President Carl McFarland, in open letters to the
Kaimin, continually encouraged men to finish their degrees
before entering the draft.
UM welcomed a number of entertainment legends to campus
in the 1950s. Jazz great Louis Armstrong brought Earl Hines
and Jack Tteagarden to town in 1951. While the sold-out show
inspired rave reviews, it also caused a controversy over how the
profits should be divided. The 1950s also saw two visits from
Duke Ellington and one appearance by the Gershwin concert
orchestra. Alumnus Carroll O’Connor, who later played TVs
Archie Bunker, produced a play on campus, and Vincent Price
shed his creepy aura to present a lecture on Van Gogh.
Meanwhile, the Cold War continued to heat up as President
Eisenhower and his tough-talking secretary of state, John Foster
Dulles, explored diplomacy through brinksmanship.
Dr. Joseph Korbel, U.S. ambassador to India and Pakistan,
summed up the U.S. position during a 1955 speech to faculty
and students.
“The United States must not lose the path of moral and spiri
tual dedication to the high cause,” he said. “To be right without
being mighty, and to be mighty without being right will never
work.”
The Kaimin had its share of adventures during the decade.
In 1956, reporter Gary Sorenson almost met his final deadline
when a plane in which he was a passenger crash-landed on the
Lewis and Clark Grade School playground. Sorenson was taking
aerial photos of campus when the plane's engine stopped.
In 1952, two students wrote a letter to the editor claiming
that the Kaimin was being run not by journalism students, but
by the journalism faculty. In a scathing editorial the next day,
the Kaimin deemed the letter libelous. No legal action was
taken, eliminating the titillating possibility °f a newspaper suing
itself for libel.

Text by Josh Pichler

1957- 58
Oct. 8 — Movie star Vincent
Price visits UM and delivers a lec
ture on Van Gogh’s letters.
Jan. 31 — Law enforcement
officers stage a three-state man
hunt for a Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house guest who robbed fraternity
members of more than $50.
April 11 — President McFarland
offers his resignation while resisting
Board of Education pressure to
reduce the number of UM faculty.
Gordon B. Castle becomes acting
president.

1958- 59
Nov. 28 — The Kaimin takes
first place in a national news writing
competition, defeating more than
100 schools.
Jan. 20 — Clinton Grimes,
chairman of the Judicial Council,
says that there is no longer a
“drinking problem* at UM.
Feb. 25 — Charles Hood, who
later became dean of the journal
ism school, is named one of five
associate editors of the Kaimin.
March 10 — Harry K. Newbum
is named the 10th president of UM.

1959-

In this May 15, 1959 photo, student Ed Risse happily adjusts
a fake clock on UM’s Oval after a campus service campaign
generated more than $1,100. University officials awarded the
students for their hard work by allowing women to stay out
until 2 a.m., three hours past their regular curfew.

60

Oct. 14 - Breaking from tradi
tion, foresters stop beard-growing
contests.
Oct. 20 - Dean of Students
Andrew Cogswell says guns won’t
be allowed on campus for
Boondocker's Day.

Nov. 3 - Columbia University
English instructor Charles Van Doren
admits he took part in a fixed television
quiz program.

Jan. 26 - A Missoula doctor urges
that all residents under the age of 40
receive the Salk vaccine after the sec
ond university polio case.

Don Graff, 50-51; Dick Wohlqenant. 51-52; Lew Keim. 52-53; Bill Jones, 53-54; Bob hewlin, 54-55; Kim

L dilops Forman 55-56; John Bansck 56-57*; Gale Bpammer, 57-58: Ted HulUl. 58-59: Join BenniH. 59-60
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Contact: TheUniversityofMontana-Missoula
in te r e s te d >
GreekLifeOffice(406) 243-2005
CONGRATULATIONS TO SORORITY SCHOLARSHIP HONOREES
The four sororities gathered together the following members for their scholastic achievement in the
fall semester:
Rachel Danforth
Tricia Hanson
Sarah Barkley
Laurie Brown
Katie Chance
Kate Cross
Kendra Dalen
Erin Forest
Tori Larson
Ashley Mercer
Brooke Stinson
M ichelle Tauscher
Jenn Wentzel
Holly Wilson
Sarah Bruskotter
Libbie Gaston
Katie Olson
Danielle Schneider
Laura Sheldon
Andrea Smith
Tamara Sternoff

Ashley Young
Kerrie Zachariason
Cheryl Wright
Andrea Morris
Linsey Keller
Lisa Sheppard
Heather Cheney
Dana Clader
Sara Dilallo
Shawna Gary
Holly Ehlenburg
Erin Pierce
Jennifer Shea
Jannay Towne
Darcy Duncan
Erin Kennedy
Elizabeth Weaver
Katie Erbacher
Rachel Zins
Elizabeth Hoffman
Kelli Keely

Denice Miller
Sara Senst
Linsey Geurin
Amy Brekstad
Kimberly Chase
Necia Ching
Anne Freeman
Lorena Fox
Keely Hallingstad
Stephaine Heppner
Kimberly Hurley
Kelline Longin
Jennifer McAtee
M elissa Naegele
Amy Parish
Jennifer Peterson
Melanie Rau
Amy Sosnowski
Laura Stephens
Lori W olf
AnneMarie Dahm

Olivia Ingersoll
Quincy Bennetts
Becky Higgins
M ichelle Kehr
Vicky Lorenz
Corrin Printz
Andrea Schmitt
Katie Seltzer
M olly Billstein
Kristin Bourett
Jamie Bums
Allison Cardy
Colleen Deary
Meghan Drury
Keely Flatow
Kelly Hill
Bryson Holmberg
Becky Hustead
M ichelle Lawson
Stephanie Orler
Amy Peterson

Niki Peterson
Erin Bischof
Debbie Branton
Barbara Broudy
Heather Butler
Kristin Eckholm
Tara Feder
Jennifer Holeman
Julie Johnson
Holly Kingsly
Ellie Korstad
Darcy Lindeman
M olly M olloy
Moria Nottingham
Brittney O'Hara
Lindsay Rickard
Erin Suhr
Jennifer Walen
Stephanie Wampler
Kathleen Warhank
Liv ZurMuehlen

And a special congratulations to:
• Delta Gamma for the highest chapter GPA average of 3.05
• Delta Gamma for the highest new member GPA average o f 2.85
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AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

Cantankerous Kaimin marches through '60s
M att O chsner
K aim in E ditor
Even David Rorvik winces a bit now when he talks
about his editorials of the 1960s.
But with a lineup th at included
“Contemporary Lay,” attacking the Catholic
Church’s stand on birth control; “Going to
Pot,” calling for the legalization of marijua
na; and “Turn Your Guns The Other Ways,
Boys,” condemning America’s involvement in
Vietnam, it’s not too hard to understand
why.
“I cringe a bit when I think about some of
those editorials today,” Rorvik said some 32
years later. “But I think they were all appro
priate a t the time.”
The time was the 1960s, a decade of hip
pies, Vietnam War protests and widespread
drug experimentation. And Rorvik had
something to say about it all, much to the
chagrin of many of the state’s top players.
“The response we got in those days was
enormous,” said Rorvik, who went on to
work for Time magazine. “We had people
calling us a communist organization and
demanding we stop corrupting the minds of
university students.”
During Rorvik’s editorship from 1965 to
1966, an Associated Press story ran in

papers across the state, reporting th a t parents were
threatening to remove their children from the univer
sity because of “alleged sex-flavored and subversive
material in the Kaimin.” Gov. Tim Babcock openly
attacked the Kaimin, and a Billings radio station

aired a multi-part series th a t blasted the paper, call
ing it a “red rag wrapped around filth and smut, sea
soned with treason.”
Rorvik’s term marked one of the Kaimin’s most col
orful years, in a decade th at included some of the uni
versity’s most colorful news.
In 1966 nearly 200 students witnessed
William Arensmeyer, president of the
Young People’s Socialist League, bum his
draft card in I M s Music Recital Hall.
About two years later, in April of 1968, 270
demonstrators, most of them UM students,
marched through downtown Missoula to
protest racial discrimination a day after
M artin Luther King’s assassination. And in
1969, Timothy Leary spoke to a packed
house in the UC Ballroom, telling the
crowd about the wonders of LSD.
The Kaimin was there to capture it all.
In December of 1966, the paper ran its
first-ever color photograph, a three-column
picture showing students dishing up food
during a Christmas party.
About three years later, in March of
1969, the Publications Board, angered by
the paper’s coverage, introduced a resolu
tion to yank the Kaimin’s ASUM funding.
The move failed a day later when Central
Board gave the paper $22,000 for the fol
lowing school year.

P h o to n o . 94-54/K. R oss T oole A rc h iv e s

A young girl places crosses on the Oval in remembrance o f the Montanans
killed during the Vietnam War. Students led a flurry o f non-violent
protests against the war during the later part o f the decade.
1960- 61
Oct. 7 — The Montana
Fish and Game Department
donates a young bear
named Cocoa to the univer
sity, which the school uses
as a m ascot at two home
football games. Cocoa is a
black bear, not a grizzly.
Oct. 26 — The Brigham
Young University football
coach files a protest with the
conference commissioner,
angered by the “dirty tactics"
of some Montana players.
Five Cougars were injured
in the G rizzlies' 7-6 loss in
M issoula. Cougar end Gene
Frantz suffered a crushed
bone in his face, end Leroy
O verstreet wound up with a
broken nose and BYU half
back Jack G ifford required
stitches over his eye.
Nov. 9 — John F.
Kennedy is elected presi
dent at the age of 43.
Jan. 11 — The Kaimin
reports that Montana’s
“quiet-voiced, pipe-sm oking”
Sen. Mike M ansfield has
been elected Senate m ajori
ty leader. M ansfield taught
Latin American and Far East
history at the university in
the 1930s.
April 12 — The Soviet
Union announces it has sent
a man to space in the
“world’s first space ship,
Vostok.”
1961- 62
Oct. 12 — The general
board of Associated Women
Students rules that female
students won’t be allowed to
wear slacks, jeans, cut-offs
or shorts. Violators are
forced to stay in their rooms
on a Friday night.
Nov. 14 — UM Student
Body President Denis
Adams gives his trousers to
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MSU student president Tom
Richardson, who slipped in
the mud w hile walking in
Bozeman. The Kaimin ran a
front-page photo of the
pantless president.
Dec. 6 — The Kaimin
reports that UM is the sm all
est state-supported college
in the country to have a
daily student newspaper.
Jan. 25 — M ontana Gov.
Donald Nutter, 45, two other
state officials and three
crewman die in a plane
crash in a canyon north of
Helena.
Jem. 31 — The university
bowling alley gets autom atic
pinsetters. To cover the cost
of the new equipm ent, the
university increases the cost
from 30 cents to 35 cents
per game.
March 8 — Long-tim e
journalism professor Oiaf
Blue dies in his home at age
60.
May 29 — Thirty-seven
faculty members w ill not
return to the university next
fall, marking a 16 percent
turnover rate, the highest in
10 years. Many of those
who didn’t return blamed
low pay and a “conservative
environm ent" at UM.
1962-63
Oct. 23 — President
Kennedy instructs a U.S.
w ar fleet to form a blockade
against Soviet cargo ships
that could be carrying mis
siles to Cuba.
Oct. 26 — Lt. Gen.
Frank M ilbum, the universi
ty’s athletic director and
football coach from 19261931, dies at the age of 70.
Nov. 10 — Students
from the university’s radio
television program help tele
vise the Bobcat-Grizzly foot-

Peace efforts will continue even though the bombings are
resumed.’ This cartoon appeared on the Kaimin’s opinion
page on Feb. 3, 1966, two days after the United States
resumed Vietnam bombing attacks after a 37-day break.
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ball game to the Liberal Arts
Building. This m arks the first
tim e Montana students pro
duced remote telecasts o f a
sporting event. The G rizzlies
won, 36-19.
Dec. 5 — Students deci
sively vote against the $ 1.8
m illion construction of a
Student Union Building just
east of the Law School on
the block bordered by Eddy
and Maurice Avenues. The
building would have included
12 autom atic bowling lanes,
a sm all theater, a ballroom
and two m usic listening
rooms.
Feb. 23 — Nearly 270
fem ale students begin their
move into Knowles H all. The
new dorm has several conve
niences not offered by Turner
and Corbin Halls, including a
passenger elevator, a public
address system and a typing
room.
Feb. 25 — Presidents
from UM, M ontana State
College, Idaho State, Idaho
University, Gonzaga and
W eber agree to form the Big
Sky athletic conference. The
conference was named after
the novel “The Big Sky," w rit
ten by journalism graduate
A.B. Guthrie.
Feb. 28 — An open
house at Knowles Hall turns
into a panty raid when 15 to
50 men storm the building's
second floor, stealing lingerie
and other belongings. Four
freshm en were later sus
pended fo r their part.
March 6 — The
Publications Com m ittee gives
the Venture editor the OK to
publish a story with a “ques
tionable” word. U niversity
President H arry Newbum
later stopped further publica
tion of the cam pus literary
magazine after Gov. Tim

Babcock com plained about
its contents.
May 14 — University
President Harry Newbum
resigns to become an educa
tion professor at Arizona
State in Tempe.
1963-64
Oct. 15 — Henry Mancini
and a 40-piece orchestra
play at the field house.
Nov. 7 — A study reveals
the m ale-to-fem ale ratio at
the university is 5-2.
Nov. 15 — The Board of
Regents approves a proposal
to change the name of
M ontana State University to
the U niversity of Montana
and Montana State College
to Montana State University.
Nov. 22 — President
Kennedy is assassinated in
Dallas. The Kaimin prints a
special afternoon section.
Jan. 29 — UM m icrobiolo
gy professor Carl Larson
develops the firs t vaccine for
tuberculosis in lab animals.
Feb. 13 — The Kaimin
reports that m ost Missoula
students aren't big fans of
the Beatles, even after the
group’s appearance on the
Ed Sullivan Show. “I think if
they cut off their hair they’d
be like everyone else," a psy
chology student said.
Feb, 14 — Three UM stu
dents are arrested in
Innsbruck, Austria, for steal
ing five flags during the
Olym pic W inter Games.
March 6 — A Kaimin sur
vey reveals that most UM
students wouldn’t know
where to find the university's
fallout shelters in the event of
an enem y-attack. The paper
discovered one fallout shelter
in the basement of the Law
School was kept locked at all
tim es because the room also
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Editors
was used to store law books.
April 9 — Miles City native Larry
Oddy hurts a no-hitter as the Grizzly
baseball team drops the Carroll
College Saints, 8-0, at Campbell
Park. He set a school record by strik
ing out 18 batters in the seven-inning
game.
May 3 — Bob Liffring wins a runoff
election for student body president.
Liffring and Kent Price forced the
runoff when they tied with 519 votes
apiece in the original election.

Rolf Olson/ Frank Walsh, 60-61; Frank Walsh, Printer Bowler, 61-62; , Printer
Bowler, Wilbur Wood, 62-63; Wilbur Wood, Dan Foley, 63-64; Dan Foley, David Rorvik,
Feb. 10 — Four police cars and a
fire truck rush to campus to break up
a snowball fight involving about 300
students. The first Missoula officer to
arrive was jumped and pinned to the
ground by four students. Six students
were suspended for the incident, but
those suspensions were later lifted
after more than 1,000 students
protested at Main Hall.
Feb. 16 — The editor of Garret, a
campus literary magazine, resigns
after the Publications Board bans a
controversial poem titled “Giving

increased from 10 to 15 cents. A stu
dent was later assaulted as he bought
milk from a Craig Hall vending
machine.
Nov. 1 — The UM and MSU stu
dent presidents agree that the presi
dent fromrthe losing teanrrir, the CatGriz football game will give his pants
to the other president at the end of
the game. Each president “will pre
pare himself with shorts in the oppos
ing side's school colors."
Nov. 8 — People angered by a
Missoula peace march toss apples,

1967-68
Sept. 28 — Billings attorney
Jerome Cate issues a statement
demanding that UM and MSU end
discrimination on their campuses. UM
President Robert Pantzer defended
the schoot, saying th a t moves are
under way to remove discriminatory
clauses from the bylaws of the Sigma
Chi and Sigma Nu fraternities.
Oct. 27 — While speaking with
peace demonstrators at the Pentagon
in Washington D.C., journalism dean
Nathaniel Blumberg is maced by mili
tary police.
Dec. 16 — Six UM students
leave for the Winter Olympics in
Grenoble, France, as mem
bers of the U.S. Olympic Luge
team.
Jan. 4 — About 250
men move into UM’s
new 11-floor Aber Hall.
Jan. 5 — Eighty-seven-year-old
- Jeannette Rankin calls for women
“outraged by the ruthless slaughter in
Vietnam” to march on Washington.
She made the announcement at a
joint news conference with Martin
Luther King Jr.
Jan. 10 — Nathaniel Blumberg
resigns after 12 years as the dean of
the journalism school. Under
Blumberg, enrollment in the journal
ism school increased from 82 in 1956
to 134 in 1968.
April 4 - Martin Luther King Jr. is
assassinated in Memphis. About 150
students gather at the Lodge to
mourn his death.
April 6 — About 270 demonstra
tors march from the Oval to the court
house to protest racial discrimination
in Missoula. They are met by hecklers
who call the protesters a “bunch of
crackpot pinkos.”
April 6 — Sixteen students and
three faculty members are arrested
for disturbing the peace during a sit-in
at Aero Realty to protest an allegedly
defamatory picture of Martin Luther
King Jr. in the firm’s window.
May 21 — Four African-American
students who planned a sit-in in UM
President Robert Pantzer’s office
leave after a 15-minute conference.
The students asked that UM offer

1964-65
Oct. 1 9 Associate Dean of
Students Maurine
Clow announces that
curfew for sophomore,
junior and senior
women has been
extended from 10:30
to 11 p.m. on week
nights to coincide with
library hours.
Nov. 3 — Lyndon
Baines Johnson
defeats Barry
Goldwater in the pres
idential race.
Jan. 26 — KUFM,
the new UM FM sta
tion, signs on for the
P h o to no. 94-460/K. R oss Toole A rchives
first time. Its initial
More than 100 students march from campus to the Missoula Post Office
broadcast is at 7
March 18, 1965, in a protest against social injustice. The marchers car
p.m. The station will
ried a letter to President Lyndon Baines Johnson protesting police bru
be entirely studenttality in the South.
operated.
Jan. 29 — UM
announces it will no longer require
Thanks '65.” The editor, Cliff
eggs and fists at the protesters. The
students to pass a swimming test
Pederson, later distributed about
hecklers carried signs reading ‘ Love
before they graduate.
1,200 copies of the poem at the uni
Your Enemies” and “Viet Cong
Feb. 16 — University officials are
versity’s Charter Day convocation.
Heroes."
trying to figure out who hung an
March 1 — Gov. Tim Babcock tells
Nov. 10 — Seventy-year-old
effagy of Lyndon Johnson from the
the Kaimin he’s worried how some
Clarence Prescott Jr. tells the Kaimin
Main Hall clock. A sign that read
items in the paper will affect legisla
that “if I had it to do all over again the
"Time is running out," hung above it.
tive funding for UM. Several parents
university would never have the land."
Feb. 19 — Trumpet player Doc
threatened to remove their children
The university paid $60,000 for his
Severinsen plays on campus.
from UM if something wasn’t done to
40-acre square of land, where the
April 1 — More than 100 students
calm the Kaimin.
University Center now sits. He was
march from campus to the Missoula
March 2 — Nearly 200 people wit
given lifetime tenancy in his family’s
Post Office to protest social injustices
ness William Arensmeyer, president
home, which sits at the base of Mount
in the South. The marchers carry a
of the Young People's Socialist
Sentinel.
letter addressed to President Johnson
League, bum his draft card in the
Dec. 9 — The Kaimin runs its firstprotesting police brutality in the South
Music Recital Hall. The FBI ques
ever color picture. The picture shows
and advocating federal intervention to
tioned Arensmeyer three 'days later.
students chowing down at the Spurprevent violence.
March 31 — University women’s
Bear paw Christmas
April 23 — “Charlie Brown” tallies
curfew hours are extended from 11:30
party.
244 votes in the primary election for
p.m. to midnight, Sunday through
Jan. 5 — Robert
student body president. More than
Thursday, and from 1 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Pantzer, a former
200 students gather outside Main Hall
on Fridays and Saturdays. Women
ASUM president, is
to show support for Charlie.
now also are permitted unlimited
named UM presi
May 15 — UM holds a formal ded
weekend absences if they have
dent.
ication for the five-story, $1.25 million
parental consent.
Jan. 2 4 — AUM
Health Sciences Building.
botany professor
1966-67
says the Missoula air
1965-66
Sept 29 — Vice President Hubert
contains a cancerOct. 6 —
Humphrey speaks in the University
producing substance
' Kaimin Editor David
Theatre.
that makes breathing
Rorvik writes an ediOct. 4 — Gov. Tim Babcock turns
it equivalent to
\ torial titled
over the first spade of soil for the
smoking three packs
rT h e
University Center. The center is
of cigarettes a day.
Contemporary
expected to be completed by 1968
The professor says
LLay," chastising the
and is the largest state building pro
the substance kills
] Catholic church for
ject in Montana.
rats when it is
/its stand on birth con
Oct. 4 — Angered by the campus
applied to their skin.
trol. Readers angered by the editorial
parking crunch, university area homeFeb. 2 — UM
call for Rorvik’s resignation.
owners demand that an entire block
President Robert
Jan. 1 — UM gets a new
be closed to parking by having the
Pantzer suggests
$350,000 phone system which will
curbs painted yellow. The problem
constructing a lifeadd about 600 phones to the existing
hits a new high because, for the first
size Grizzly statue in
900. The system lets students make
time, freshmen are allowed to drive
the Oval. Fine arts
long distance calls from their rooms
cars to school.
commissioner Ed
for the first time and allows them to
OcL 12 — Guest lecturer Charlie
Groenhout says if
make calls without using a switch
Brown Artman speaks at UM and
The Kaimin ran this 1962 photo o f George
the bear is cast in
board.
Dennison rockin’ with a band called the
describes the sensations of LSD.
bronze it would be
Jan. 21 — UM Financial Vice
Starfires
during his college days. The photo
About a week earlier, after his lecture
vandal-proof and too
ran alongside a story on the current UM presi
President Robert Pantzer announces
in Bozeman, Artman was tackled by
heavy for 20 men to
dent in 1992.
the university has the go-ahead from
five students, who cut off several
carry.
the Board of Regents to instate a $5
inches of his locks. ASUM President
Feb 10 — The
parking fee per quarter for students
Tom Behan had tabail Artman out of
Kaimin reports that an average of one
“Negro history and culture courses,
and faculty. Some of the money
jail in Missoula after he was arrested
or two students visits the UM Health
hire two Negro professors to teach
would be used to add blacktop to the
for driving without a license.
Service each week for treatment of
classes and recruit Negro students.”
lot behind Elrod Hall, which Pantzer
Oct. 19 — A panel discussion at
venereal diseases. That number
called a “sorrowful parking” situation.
UM including the microbiology chair
increases to six students a week after
1968-69
Jan. 28 — Outraged over Editor
man, a local pediatrician, a botany
spring break and Christmas vacation.
Oct. 3 — The Kaimin reports that
David Rorvik editorials, a group called
professor and an Episcopalian minis
March 30 — About 360 girls occu
an essay titled “The Student as
the Montana Conservatives passes a
ter, concludes that human cloning is
py UM’s new $1.9 million Jesse Hall.
Nigger,” used in a freshman English
resolution opposing the distribution
impossible.
April 27 — Student Alice Windsor
class, provoked a movement to
‘ on our tax-supported campuses of
Oct. 19 — A month-long Kaimin
camps in a tent on the Oval to protest
defeat a mill levy for the University
obscene, subversive and licentious
investigation reports that about 300
a university policy that requires uni
System.
material in the guise of academic
UM students use marijuana.
versity women younger than 21 live
Oct. 11 — UM President Robert
freedom.” Editorials titled
Oct. 25 — Students begin boy
on campus. NBC, ABC and Spokane
Pantzer allows Central Intelligence
“Contemporary Lay" and “Master
cotting milk vending machines on
TV film her protest.
Agency representatives to recruit stu
Baiters" particularly annoy the group.
campus after the price of milk
dents on campus. About 20 students

angered by this decision later inter
rupted a CIA interview session, but
were quickly silenced.
Oct. 18 — The university grants
women the right to mingle with men in
the lobbies, television rooms and
study rooms of Aber and Miller Halls.
Nov. 1 — President Johnson
announces a complete halt to all
bombing of North Vietnam ‘ in the
belief '.hat this action can lead to
progress toward a peaceful settle
ment of the Vietnamese War.”
Nov. 6 — Richard Nixon is elected
president.
Feb. 7 — UM celebrates the
grand opening of the $4.3 mil
lion University Center. This
marks the dedication of UM’s
38th major building.
March 5 — The
Publications Board introduces
a resolution to cut the Kaimin’s
financial support from ASUM. The
resolution would have made the jour
nalism school responsible for the
Kaimin’s funding.
March 11 — James Earl Ray is
sentenced to 99 years in prison for
assassinating Martin Luther King Jr.
April 23 — In protest of the
Vietnam War, more than 30 students
and professors mail their draft cards
back to the Selective Service Bureau
in Washington D.C. About a month
later some of the men change their
minds and wrote letters asking that
their cards be returned.
April 25 — In front of a crowd, of
about 60 people in the University
Center Ballroom, Dr. Benjamin Spock
denounces the Vietnam War. A year
earlier Spock was convicted when he
helped two men escape the draft.
May 6 — About 400 people carry
ing signs march to the Missoula
County Courthouse to protest a pro
posed anti-ballistic missile system
destined for Great Falls. The group
collected 1,000 signatures from stu
dents and faculty who feared the mis
sile system would make Montana a
primary target in a nuclear attack.
May 7 — In an editorial, the
Helena Independent Record attacks
the university for “harboring and cod
dling law-breakers.” The paper was
responding to a Kaimin editorial that
said Health Services was giving med
ical attention to students with a “bad
trip, without the fear of being turned
over to the men in blue.”
1969-70
Oct. 2 — The faculty senate
decides to eliminate finals week. The
Kaimin reports that most students
oppose the decision.
Oct. 7 — Construction of brick
and cement walkways begins on the
Oval.
Oct. 16 — About 2,000 students,
faculty and Missoula residents, many
wearing black armbands, march
through downtown Missoula, protest
ing the Vietnam War. On the Post
Office steps a UM student reads the
names of the 120 Montana men
killed in the war.
Oct. 18 — Three Dog Night plays
in conjunction with Homecoming.
Oct. 31 — Former head of UM’s
Army ROTC Keith Angwin is fined for
offering to give a metermaid dis
guised as a streetwalker $5 “if she
would engage in certain sexual acts.”
The year before Angwin led a drive to
eliminate ‘ gutter language” from
classrooms.
Nov. 6 — Timothy Leary speaks to
a standing-room-only crowd in the UC
Ballroom. “If LSD were somehow to
drop out of existence, it has done its
work,” he said. “It has lysergized your
generation.”
Nov. 9 — ASUM President Ben
Briscoe and Vice President Bruce
Gray are killed in a car wreck near
Drummond.
Nov. 18 — Joe Mazurek becomes
the new ASUM president.
Dec. 9 — Military recruiters are
denied use of the University Center
after Navy recruiters were heckled
and bombarded by water balloons.

Text by Matt Ochsner

64-65; David Rorvik, Dan Webber, 65-66; Dan Webber, Ben Hansen, 66-67; Ben Hansen, Dan Vichorek, 67-68;
Dan Vichorek, Ken Robertson, 68-69; Ken Robertson, T.J. Gilles, 69-70
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S p ir ite d 70s § £ £ s p o r t s s c a n d a l, s tr ^ a k ^ r s
K a tja S tr o m n e s
K a im in Reporter
The spirit of rebellion that defined
the 1960s turned raucous and rowdy by
the "70s, a decade that also reflected stu
dents’ sometimes sullen and skeptical
points of view.
Anti-war protests, marches, sit-ins,
die-ins and mock funerals marked the
early "70s as well as federal indictments
that shook UM’s athletic department.
In 1974,47 students ran naked
through ice and snow, their skin painted
red, white and blue as they hummed
“The Stars and Stripes Forever.” The
Kaimin ran front-page photos two days
straight of naked men and women
sprinting across the Oval.
Their antics, meant only as a lark,
poked fun at social conventions already
turned upside down by years of anti-war
demonstrations.
The early "70s continued the social
upheaval started in the ‘60s. Friends
and relatives of UM students, faculty
and staff were still dying in Vietnam.
The bitter-cold threat of nuclear winter
left a sense of powerlessness and doom.
And the painfully revealing demise of
the Nixon administration struck a chord
of anger and mistrust with the public.
Locally, students at “little Berkeley,”
as UM was sometimes dubbed, lost
interest ip organized athletics, eventual
ly lost faith in the school’s athletic
department and began to question its

administration.
In the early part of the decade, a fed
eral grand jury indicted five UM officials
for an alleged financial-aid scam. The
feds accused UM’s athletic department
of giving work-study money to athletes
who didn’t work. The Kaimin document
ed the scandal as dozens of athletes tes
tified. The UM officials eventually were
acquitted by a jury.
Soon after, ASUM refused to give the

athletic department any money for
intercollegiate athletics, and the
Kaimin’s minimal coverage of sporting
events almost matched this zero-dollar
budget.
Controversy rocked the Kaimin in
1974 when editor Carey Yunker wrote
an editorial calling Printing Services
Director A1 Madison a “congenital liar.”
Madison filed a $102,000 libel suit in
district court, refusing first to ask for a

retraction, as required by state law.
That law was thrown out when the
Supreme Court ruled such a require
ment was unconstitutional. UM settled
the libel suit itself without a trial, pay
ing Madison more than $10,000.
The value placed on civil rights
seemed to expand in the 70s. Female
faculty received raises in an attempt to
equalize their salaries with those of the
men, and jobs were filled under the
watchful eye of UM’s first-ever Equal
Employment Opportunity officer.
Occasionally violence replaced pas
sive resistance. On campus, students
threw MolotaV cocktails, started fires
and picketed speakers. There were
sexual assaults and death threats.
For several springs students had
their minds on another sort of
activism. In the name of raising money
for the Mansfield Library, students
consumed more than 1,000 kegs of
beer in Lower Miller Creek during the
Aber Day keggers.
The library got some new books,
courtesy of the keggers, and also
underwent renovation, as did the the
field house, the underground lecture
hall and science building.
Lack of resources meant the Italian
department got the boot, with no beer
swilling proceeds to save it.
And UM’s President Pantzer
resigned, making room for President
Richard Bowers.
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Longtime UM English professor and noted author H.G. Merriam strolls away from the
university with a companion on a fall afternoon in 1978.

1970-71
Oct. 8 — Central Board rec
ommends the resignation of UC
Program Director Lee Tickell
after he couldn't account for a
$26,000 deficit in Program
Council's budget.
Oct. 13 — The Kaimin and
editor T.J. Gilles retract state
ments made in an editorial that
began, “If Diogenes were look
ing for an honest man in
Missoula, chances are he
would never stray near Lee
Tickell's office." The editorial
also called Tickell a liar, a twobit huckster and a tin-horn
gambler. Tickell tried to sue the
Kaimin but the suit was
dropped.
Oct. 15 — Editor Gilles
resigns. Central Board says he
hadn’t lived up to promises
made in his letter of application.
Oct. 23 — Monte Dolack
submits a full-page drawing of
students hitchhiking along a
highway.
Nov. 3 — An anonymous
caller warns Missoula Police
that a bomb is set to go off in
the University Center. Upon
investigation, nothing was
found.
Nov. 5 — UC Director Ray
Chapman removes Lee Tickell
from his job as program direc
tor. On the same day Central
Board dissolved itself as the
UM student governing body.
Members say it was impossible
to operate because they felt
powerless and the university
administration ignored their
requests by tabling or referring
them to committees.
Jan. 26 — A $2.2 million
construction project begins on
the north side of the field
house. The project will include
the athletic director’s office, two
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basketball courts, a gym, a
weight room and a wrestling
room.
April 20 — UM's Black
Student Union members dump
their lunch trays to protest the
reduction in funds for Black
Week.
May 16 — Iron Butterfly
plays in the UC Ballroom.
May 20 — The “M” is paint
ed in psychedelic colors.

1971—72
Sept. 29 — The State
Supreme Court orders the UM
Law School to enroll James
Bartlett. The UM graduate in
political science argued that a
‘D’ in financial accounting was
a passing grade and therefore
he should be allowed in the
school.
Oct. 2 — Chuck Berry plays
at UM.
Oct. 22 — Francis Jackson
is UM’s first black Homecoming
Queen.
Nov. 5 — ASUM President
John Christensen proposes
cutting student funding of foot
ball, basketball and track pro
grams. The student activity fee
composes 25 percent of the
athletic budget.
Nov. 10 — The Kaimin bud
get shows a $1,000 deficit for
1970-71, apparently from
phone bills.
Jan. 25 — The state attor
ney general’s office audits UM's
athletic department for “proce
dural errors” in the payment of
work-study funds for athletes.
Jan. 27 — Federal officials
bigin a separate investigation of
the UM athletic department for
possible violations of federal
law.
Feb. 1 — The Internal
Revenue Service investigates

On Nov. 14, 1972,
the Kaimin began to
feature a Rip Van
Winkle cartoon on
its front page. The
cartoon counted the
days since Nixon
promised to end the
Vietnam conflict. In
the Jan. 26, 1973
Kaimin, the cartoon
had aged a bit and
Rip Van Winkle was
left as a rotting
corpse.
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the UM Foundation for dis
crepancies in its business
dealings.
Feb. 23 — Centred Board
considers charging a manda
tory registration fee for the
Montana Kaimin. Officers say
they want funding of the
paper out of their hands.
April 6 — A committee of
faculty women brings suit
against UM for what mem
bers say is discriminatory
salary, hiring and promotion
practices.
The average annual
salary of a woman faculty
member with professorial
status at UM is $1,600 less
than her mede counterpart’s
salary.
April 13 — Central Board
agrees to freeze athletic
funds until the grand jury
investigation of the athletic
department is made public.
April 20 — A silent vigil is
held on the Oval to protest
the Vietnam War. Coupled
with this, a UM student fast
ed for two weeks to support
the anti-war efforts.
April 27 — Central Board
opposes the building of a
pancake house, “Smitty’s
Pancake Parlor," spanning
Rattlesnake Creek. Eight stu
dents also lead a protest,
wearing signs that read, “We
want water, not pancakes.'
April 27 — UM is charged
with sexism by. the Women’s
Equality Action League,
which claims discrimination
against UM women faculty in
employment, hiring, salaries
and promotions.
May 2 — UM Professor
Walter Koostra announces
he may have found a treat
ment for gonorrhea using
penicillin.

May 10 — A group of 75
UM students meet at the
Federal Building in Missoula
to protest the escalation of
the Vietnam War. Fifteen
commit acts of civil disobedi
ence and obstruct traffic.
May 11 — About 350 UM
students block traffic at the
Federal Building in Missoula.
They obstruct mail trucks.
One mail carrier steps on the
forehead of a student.
May 31 — Allen Ginsberg
gives a free public reading in
the UC.

1972-73
Sept. 28 — Five universi
ty officials face federal indict
ments on charges of conspir
acy to misuse federal funds.
The 32-count indictment
charges the five with conspir
ing to illegally use $227,812
to aid student athletes.
Oct. 6 — Vice President
Spiro Agnew speaks in Great
Falls. The Kaimin features a
special section of stories and
photos of his speech.
Oct. 13 — UM Native
American students protest
Columbus Day by building a
tepee on the Oval.
Oct. 20 — UM’s Faculty
Senate recommends cuts in
state funds earmarked for
the athletic programs.
Oct. 20 — Author and
anti-war activist Norman
Mailer speaks on campus.
“You obedient little bitches"
was his response when the
women’s liberation members
at his speech complied with
his request that they all hiss.
He then said they have much
to learn if they are going to
fight against men, to which a
woman in the audience
responded: “There is nothing
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to learn from men around Missoulal"
Oct. 26 — Central Board refuses
to fund cheerleaders, saying “the rahrah spirit is dead” of the ‘ self-perpetu
ating elite.*
Nov. 22 — Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG)
comes to campus to heip start
MontPIRG.
Dec. 1 — The newly-renovated
UM field house opens its doors for
the first time as the UM Grizzly bas
ketball team takes on the Momingside
College Chiefs.
Dec. 7 — Eight women’s liberationists threaten the Kaimin’s editor,
Conrad Yunker, for using the word
“broad” in an editorial.
Jan. 16 — The Missoula City
Council passes an ordinance redefin
ing a “family" as one person or two or
more people related by blood, mar
riage, or adoption. Students worry
that single-family zoning may force
them out of university-area housing.
Jan. 31 — Two former Nixon
administration officials are convicted
of political espionage for breaking into
Democratic headquarters and planti
ng microphones.
Feb. 2 — A recent proposal in the
Montana House of Representatives
by Rep. George Turman, former
Republican mayor of Missoula, would
legalize one ounce of marijuana and
one gram of hashish.
Feb. 9 — The first place to get
ears pierced in Missoula opens up at
The Mercantile.
Feb. 9 — The first McDonald's in
Missoula opens.
March 2 — The 11 people held
hostage at Wounded Knee, S.D., b
the American Indian Movement
are released.
March 29 — Five former UM ath
letes testify in U.S. District Court in
a case involving two UM officials,
saying they did not work the workstudy hours credited to them.
March 30 — Aber Day cel
ebrations are revived. The
event was terminated in
1954 because it had degen
erated into a day for drinking.
April 11 — The Board of
Regents expresses concern over
obscene material in the Kaimin in
recent years. Rather than agreeing to
a suggestion to meet with student edi
tors to discuss the paper's policies,
the Regents ask President Robert
Pantzer to make the paper aware of
their concerns.
April 17 — UM football coaches
Jack Swarthout and Bill Betcher are
found not guilty by a jury in the feder
al work-study conspiracy trial.
Charges against coach Jack Elway
(father of John Elway), UM Vice
President George Mitchell and athletic
department business manager Eari
Martell are dismissed.
April 17 — New York Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller speaks on campus and is
met by a vocal group of student heck
lers. About 150 people burst into his
luncheon, shouting names and ques
tions at Rockefeller.
April-17 — Carroll O’Connor
speaks to the Kaimin staff about his
1949 resignation as associate editor
of the Kaimin in protest of university
censorship. O'Connor recommends
the current Kaimin staff tell Montana
Attorney General Robert Woodahl to
“mind his own business’ when he
expressed concern over “obscenity” in
the Kaimin.
April 24 — The green masthead of
the Kaimin includes drawings of mari
juana leaves.
May 1 — Athletic Director Jack
Swarthout criticizes the Faculty
Senate for cutting state-supported
athletics, calling the senate “selfish.”
May 2 — A Missoula woman wins
the right to have an abortion in
Montana. She challenged Montana's
abortion statute that conflicts with a
recent Supreme Court decision mak
ing abortion legal.
May 15 — Anonymous handwrit
ten notes threaten castration of
ASUM President Garry South and
Central Board delegate Conrad
Yunker. The notes appear to be from
someone in athletics, as they say:

TJ.Gillps, 70-71; Tina Torgrimson, 71-72; Conrad Vunk$zr, 72-73; ©ill Owgn, 73-74-,
“Cut our balls and we’ll cut yours.”
The Kaimin prints copies of the handscrawled letters on the front page of
the paper.
May 16 — After two hours of heat
ed debate, ASUM agrees to approve
$95,000 for men’s athletics, $66,000
less than Athletic Director Jack
Swarthoufs request.

1973-74
Sept. 26 — UM President Robert
Pantzer resigns.
Oct. 12 — An auditor for the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare says UM should pay back the
$268,172 allegedly diverted from fed
eral work study funds to the school's
athletic department. UM coaches tried
for the alleged misappropriation were
found not guilty and charges against
other UM officials were dropped.
Oct. 16 — Johnny Cash performs
in Harry Adams Reid House.
Oct. 24 — Nixon agrees to surren
der Watergate tapes to a federal
judge.
Oct. 30 — Missoula County sher
iffs officers seize a camera and film
belonging to a Kaimin editor, Steve
Shirley, when a high school student
on assignment for him took pictures
of four undercover agents outside of
the courthouse. They detain him for
15 minutes under a California
Supreme Court ruling that says that
revealing information that would dis
close the identity of undercover
agents is against the law.
Oct. 31 — The CIA moves its
interviews for prospective employees
when student protesters refuse to
leave the rooms the CIA was using on
, campus.
Oct. 31 —
* The sheriffs
' department returns
the film it confiscat' ed. The officers who
r took the film were
' undercover agents of
r the Regional Anti-drug
Team.
Nov. 15 — Central
) Board allocates $153 to
r a student committee to
“un-elect the president.” The com
mittee used the money to advertise
and encourage the impeachment of
President Nixon.
Nov. 28 — Marc Kouzmanoff, a
senior football player, is acquitted of
assault charges filed by Conrad
Yunker, former. Central Board mem
ber. Yunker, a senior and former
Kaimin editor, filed the charges after
Kouzmanoff allegedly assaulted him
because of his position against
increased funding of athletics.
Jem. 8 — Former UM Professor of
Psychology Robert Zimmerman
pleads innocent to 36 counts of
embezzlement and 16 federal counts
of fraud for allegedly spending almost
$3,000 in research funds for the study
of monkeys.
Jan. 8 — The new $3.47 million
UM library opens.
Jan. 15 — Former UM Controller
W.J. Hannon sues UM for allegedly
firing him for exposing the financial
aid scandal that led to a federal inves
tigation.
Jan. 30 — UM Zoology Professor
E.W. Pfeiffer complains to U.S. district
court that the distributors of his film,
"Ecocide: A Strategy of War,” pur
posely prevented its distribution. The
film depicts environmental damage in
Vietnam from Agent Orange.
Feb. 21 — UM's student fees con
tribute more to UM's total income in
1973 than any such fees at any other
university in the country. Student fees
contributed 24 percent.
March 2 — The Doobie Brothers
and REO Speedwagon play the field
house for $4 a ticket.
March 6 — UM reports its first
case of streaking. Forty-seven stu
dents ran through ice and snow, their
bodies painted in red, white and blue,
as they hummed ‘ The Stars and
Stripes Forever."
March 7— The nude streaking
craze goes into its second day at UM.
At least 40 people run naked through
various areas of campus. An amused

Central Board is invaded twice. The
second time five males, one who is
rumored to be a CB member, ran
over and around the tables during the
meeting.

victed of criminal mischief for their
roles in the Oct. 9 symbolic gravedig
ging on the courthouse lawn to
protest the arms race.
Jan. 18 — UM President Richard
Bowers investigates possible financial
irregularities within UM's forestry

dents march through Missoula to
protest faculty cuts and support a
national farmer’s strike.
Jan. 6 — UM President Richard
Bowers announces he’ll start cutting
staff due to a $300,000 budget deficit.
1975-76
He said he would cut 50 - 80 posi
Oct. 15 — Sixteen students
tions.
are evicted for violating a city
Feb. 16 — B.B.
ordinance that prevents more
King plays UM.
than two unrelated persons
Feb. 23 — UM
from living together.
seeks Division l-AA
Oct. 15 — UM's director of
athletic status.
programming services
March 31 —
announces he will stop using a
Former Kaimin editor
narcotics drug team at rock
David Rorvik’s book*
concerts. At a recent concert,
claiming that a 14about 65 people were expelled,
month-old human clone
causing crowd-control prob
exists is disputed by
lems.
UM scientists and oth
Dec. 2 — Missoula is
ers worldwide.
named “bicycling capital of the
April 7 — UM faces
world,” according to the organi
a discrimination investi
zation Bikecentennial.
gation by the Denver
Feb. 6 — A Campus
office of Health,
Development Committee report
Education and Welfare
announces that three campus
on a charge of racial
buildings are either unsafe or
discrimination against
structurally unsound and
black students, whose
should be abandoned or
minority counselor was
demolished: Main Hall, the
released during staff
Psychology Building and the
cuts.
Venture Center.
May 5 — A halfApril 6 — UM basketball
hour of silence in front
coach Jud Heathcote accepts
of the Army ROTC
an offer to be head coach at
offices commemorates
Michigan State University.
the eighth anniversary
June 24 — Jack Swarthout,
of the Kent State
probably the most successful
killings. One hundred
and controversial football
men and women, stu
coach at this point in UM histo
dents and faculty, held
ry, resigns. Swarthout led the
hands in a circle.
two best football seasons and
May 27 — Hunter
was charged in its worst scan
An energetic Grizzly fan shows off his school spirit S. Thompson, rebel
dal: criminally misusing federal
and his '70s wardrobe in Montana’s gridiron battle journalist, speaks to
with Idaho State.
work-study funds.
550 people in the UC
Ballroom. He wears a
1975-76
school.
blaze orange tennis hat and high-top
Sept. 28 — ASUM receives
Feb. 18 — The Blue Mountain
tennis shoes and says he was “totally
approval to hold a wine-tasting party,
Women's Clinic opens and is the first
dead" from having consumed Wild
marking the first time alcoholic bever
private abortion clinic in Montana.
Turkey and various other unnamed
ages are served in the UC.
May 10 — Records indicate an
drugs before his appearance.
Oct. 15 — Carson Vehrs, UM’s
instructor gave two basketball players
food service director, threatens to
unearned A's in African-American
1978- 79
resign if cases of intentional food con
Studies class.
July 27— UM cuts both swimming
tamination happen in the future.
and skiing from the athletic budget.
Someone contaminated food served
1977-78
Sept. 21 — The Supreme Court,
to Missoula grade schools with bacte
June 30 — Charlie Daniels plays
in a libel suit against the Kaimin
rial organisms.
to 2,700 fans at UM.
declares a state law unconstitutional
Oct. 19 — Contaminated hot
Oct. 14 — The Supreme Court will
that requires a person claiming libel to
lunches cause illness in about 13
hear a libel case against the Montana
seek a retraction before filing a law
people. Vehrs says he was misquoted
Kaimin. The suit had been thrown out
suit.
in the earlier Kaimin story, and said
of court because the plaintiff, UM print
Oct. 4 — The chairman of drama
he wouldn't resign unless he is forced
shop director Al Madison, didn't ask
and dance department calls the UM
to serve contaminated food.
for a retraction.
theater a serious fire trap. He says it
Oct. 21 — A number of campus
Nov. 29 — Carson Vehrs, director
would cost $350,000 to fix it.
deans object to campus police wear
of UM Food Service, is suspended
Nov. 9 — A female student reports
ing sidearms. They say they have
because of alleged diversion of con
she was raped by five men. An inves
been fighting it since 1968.
cessions money into a special
tigation involving UM athletes begins
but no charges are filed because the
woman later tells authorities she
LA ST 2 D A YS
TH E ULTIMATE DOUBLE-X P RO G RA M .
wants to put the situation behind her.
April 24 — The Doobie Brothers
make their third Missoula appear
NEW-DIFFERENT-REVEAUNGI
ance, playing to a sellout crowd of 7,
( IV ' r £ V AND «?■T A
500.
t.iKi: vouv*revestmao
May 10 — A group of UM faculty
pickets in front of Main Hall over their
to*
UTU bargaining.
/" S w in g in ' \
S fte u fa ix J e s s e ^
1979- 1980
Sept. 25 — Jack Mudd becomes
law school dean.
Sept. 28 - Penthouse magazine
lists several UM classes among the
nation’s most notorious “gut classes,”
which are courses offering the highest
grades for the least effort. Botany and
communications courses are on the
list.
Oct. 10 - Jimmy Buffet and his
Coral Reefer band wrap up their 1979
tour at UM.
Jan. 8 - Larry Donovan is the new
head football coach at UM. He had
been a linebacker coach at the
University of Kansas.
imiu, ®
April 23 - The relationship
between ASUM and the Montana
Advertisements for porn movies often appeared in the pages of
Kaimin is examined, following a 1974
the Montana Kaimin. This Roxy Theater ad was in the Dec. 1,
libel suit that ASUM and the state's
1972 issue.
insurance paid $14,500 to settle. A
complaint about an April editorial
prompts a task force to seek answers
Nov. 3 — Jimmy Carter wins the
account.
for who is responsible, ultimately, for
presidency.
Nov. 29 — John Lee Hooker plays
the content of the paper.
Jan. 7 — Philosophy Professor
the UC Ballroom.
Bryan Black and a student are con
— Text by K atja Strom nes
Dec. 9 — Four hundred UM stu

reneci
Perfect
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Household . P *
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‘Richard Landers, 74-75; Jonathan Krim, 75-76; Barbara Miller, 76-77; Paul ©riseoll, 78-79; Jill Thompson, 79-80
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Thom as M ullen
K aim in N ews E ditor
Far enough away that we may
laugh at them but close enough that
we may not deny their lingering influ
ence, the 1980s as seen through the
Montana Kaimin were an era in which
the face of the modem university was
formed.
Modem parking problems were
bom and a football program came of
age with the construction of
Washington-Grizzly Stadium in 1986.
Built over a parking lot east of Harry
Adams Field House, the stadium coin
cided with the arrival of UM head
coach Don Read and represented a
considerable effort to breathe life into
a stagnant UM football program,
which had gone 5-16-1 in 1984 and '85.
The efforts had the desired effect.
Read would never have a losing
record at UM, and by the end of the
decade, had guided the Grizzlies to
the NCAA I-AA semifinals for the first
time in UM history.
The foundling efforts of future
Missoula leaders, political and other
wise, also peppered the pages of the
Kaimin throughout the '80s. In 1981
present Missoula Mayor Mike Kadas

won his first political appointment —
as the director of the Student Action
Center. Ravi DeSilva — who in 1997
was charged with taking illegal liber

ties with minor boys — was getting
into trouble as a student senator on
Central Board in 1983.' And UM histo
ry professor Harry Fritz, who later

SVTRY NOT TO KICK,NOW. . .W E ONLV HAVE
A FEW MORE PAILS TO G O '"
This cartoon appeared in the Kaimin on Jan. 22, 1988. Next to it was a letter to the
editor chastising the ASUM president for mooning the crowd at the Foresters’ Ball.

S O

s

served in the Montana Senate,
attempted a shot at promotion by
seeking the UM presidency in 1980.
Social unrest was supplied at UM
by a number of controversial speakers.
In the University Center in 1980, thou
sands gathered to hear, and jeer, white
supremacist David Duke as he spoke
of the need for white unity. Two bomb
threats interrupted a speech by former
Watergater and syndicated talk-show
host G. Gordon Liddy in 1982. In 1985,
UM allowed environmental author
Edward Abbey to brandish a gun dur
ing a speech at the Urey Lecture Hall,
but then denied Hunter S. Thompson
his Chivas Regal during his speaking
engagement later that same month. In
1988, vice presidential candidate Dan
Quayle was challenged by a man bran
dishing a Bible during a campaign
stop in Missoula, and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson told a crowd of 4,000 in Arlee
that he wanted to be their representa
tive in the White House.
The event causing one of the
biggest effects on student lives, how
ever, came on April 1,1987, when
Montana's drinking age, briefly low
ered to age 18, returned to 21, under a
bill sponsored by history professor
and state legislator Harry Fritz.

UC Ballroom. Before a crowd of 1,300 Liddy claims the
U.S. Army trails the Soviet Union in most key areas and
that Americans live under many illusions, including the
belief that the world is civilized. Liddy, who served more
than four years in federal penitentiaries for his part in
the Watergate break-in, says he loves the controversy
he faces on college campuses, which supply the majori
ty of his speaking opportunities. ‘ If I could, I’d bring my
own pickets,” Liddy said.
Nov. 18 — Four bear paws are found on the UM
campus in a three-week period, including one hanging
from a snow fence between the Math Building and the
Lodge. “Just some campus silliness going around,”
says Ken Willett, UM chief of security.
Dec. 9 — ASUM President Marquette McRae-Zook
refuses to assign student senator Ravi DeSilva to sev
eral committees he had asked to serve on, citing
DeSilva’s five unexcused absences from previous CB
meetings.
Jan. 6 — The Kaimin is printed off campus for the
first time since publication began in 1898. The
Missoulian takes the job. Prior to the move, Kaimin
reporters used manual typewriters. Stories were then
set on typesetters and printed by UM printing services.
The appearance and size of the publication changed
dramatically, going to a tabloid-sized page.
Feb. 9 — Former UM football standout Pat Norwood
dies of cancer in a Billings hospital.
Feb. 9 — The Kaimin reports the bowling center in
the UC closes because of budget problems.
Feb. 17 — A vote to impeach student senator Ravi
Desilva from Central Board falls short of the required
two-thirds majority. The move stems from DeSilva’s
repeated unexcused absences from CB meetings.

19801981
Nov. 6 — UM President Richard Bowers resigns
effective June 30,1981.
Nov. 25 — Associate history professor Harry Fritz
declares his intention to enter the running for new UM
president. While Fritz says he considers his lack of
administrative experience a handicap, he offers one
strong qualification. ‘ I’m a good bullshitter,” Fritz says.
Feb. 19 — With protesters singing and picketing
outside, ex-Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke extoils
white people to “stand up and defend” their constitu
tional rights against attacks from the mass media, the
federal government and from minority groups.
Throughout the evening 20 assorted officers patrol the
UC, ejecting groups that sang and jeered during the
speech.
May 14 — An outbreak of crabs in two UM dormito
ries is brought under control by Student Health
Services.
May 19 — UM sophomore Mike Kadas, now mayor
of Missoula, is chosen as student director of Student
Action Center.
19811982
Sept. 29 — Neil Bucklew, former provost at Ohio
University, takes over as UM President in August.
Bucklew, 40, is paid $56,000 a year.
Feb. 25 — Results of the ASUM primary election
are voided after several students admit to voting twice.
Several students contacted the Kaimin, bragging that
they had used fingernail polish remover to erase marks
on their student IDs that indicated they had voted.
Central Board reschedules a primary for March 3 and
announces it plans to use validating machines.
19821983
Nov. 4 — Twenty-year-old UM student David Swift
is removed from the Grizzly-Bobcat football game for
throwing a bottle at a referee.
Nov. 16 — Two bomb threats interrupt a speech by
former Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy in the

------ — .................
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More than 1,300 people came to the
University Center Feb. 18, 1981, to hear
ex-Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke lec
ture on attacks against white culture.
While some protesters picketed and sang
outside'the UC, Duke did have his sup
porters as demonstrated by this man's Tshirt.

1983-1984
Nov. 4 — Work begins on a new stadium for UM,
possibly to be finished in time for the 1985 football sea
son. The projected 16,000-seat stadium would be built
between the Hariy Adams Field House and Mount
Sentinel.
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Nov. 15 — Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity attempts to
re-open on campus after
closing down two years
before amidst rumors that it
had homosexual members.
Nov. 17 — Missoula
Mayor Bill Cregg dies of
unspecified causes. His
death is later ruled a suicide.
Jan. 20 — Part-time UM
student and carpenter Mike
Kadas, 27, runs for District
55 seat in the State
Legislature.
May 22 — ASUM VicePresidential candidate
Dennis Garcia is charged
with attempted murder after
an early-morning altercation
with a female UM student.
According to police, Garcia
had been drinking at his
home when he attempted to
suffocate Garcia by stran
gling her.
May 24 — Timothy Leary,
the high priest of LSD, tells
500 people at the UC
Ballroom that Americans are
being ‘ sullied and trampled
by monsters and barbarians*
in Washington D.C.

Challenger explodes
75 seconds after
liftoff, killing all seven
aboard.
May 20 — Former
President Jimmy
Carter tells a crowd
of 5,100 people at
the Harry Adams
Field House that the
Middle East is a
threat to U.S. securi
ty and that
Reaganomics is the
United States’ most
serious domestic
problem. Carter's
hour-long speech
was part of the
Mansfield Lecture
Series on
International
Relations.

1986-1987

Sept. 28 —
James Koch is the
new UM President.
Oct. 21 — With
$500,000 worth of
work still to be done,
the new WashingtonGrizzly Stadium is
christened with a 381984-1985
SI UM win over the
Nov. 7 — President
Idaho State Bengals.
Ronald Reagan wins a land
The Silvertip
slide victory over Democratic
Skydivers inaugurate
challenger Walter Mondale
their tradition of pre
in the 1984 presidential elec
game jumps in front
Grizzly forward Larry Krystkowiak grabs one o f his
tion.
of a crowd of 10,580.
game-high 15 rebounds en route to UM’s 88-74 victory
Nov. 1 7 — The UM foot
over the M SU Bobcats on Feb. 7, 1986. Krysko went on
Despite running out
to play in the NBA for 12 seasons.
ball team returns to Missoula
of concessions, scat
following a 45-31 loss to
tered gravel and
Army in the Mirage Bowl in
tardy parking lot
is barred from bringing alcohol
Tokyo, Japan.
attendants,
the
afternoon was
onstage during a speech at the
Dec. 16 — The Kaimin publishes
reportedly hitch-free.
Urey Lecture Hail, despite the fact
a satire issue titled the ‘ Montana
March 10 — UM student Jon
that Edward Abbey was allowed to
Enquirer,’ which pokes fun at a local
Jerome Warman attempts to orga
carry a gun in a speech earlier in
political activist’s weight in a story
nize a White Student Union. “I am a
the month. Kaimin Reporter Eric
titled, ‘ Reporter squished by farting,
racist,” Warman said. ‘ No apologies.
Williams spent the hours before the
300-pound Republican.” The Kaimin
No equivocations.”
speech with Thompson at the
later apologizes for the story after
April 1 — Enforcement of
Missoula airport and in his hotel
negative reaction from around the
Montana's
new 21 -year-old drinking
room, and wrote of Thompson's
state.
age begins, but UM dorm policy on
efforts to buy a gun to bring
Feb. 6 — The UM Lodge is
alcohol will not change, says
onstage, his frustration over
evacuated following a bomb threat.
Residence Life Director Ron
not being allowed his Chivas
No bomb was found and
Brunell. UM history professor Harry
Regal and his fears of
nobody was injured.
Fritz, D-Missoula, sponsored the
being assassinated.
April 2 — Author and
drinking-age bill in the Montana
environmentalist Edward
Legislature.
1985-1986
Abbey brandishes a hand
April 14 — The Rev. Jesse
Jan. 10 — After a
gun while addressing a
Jackson
tells a UC Ballroom crowd
Kaimin story reveals UM
standing-room-only crowd ir.
of 1,500 that education is the key to
President Neil Bucklew
the Urey Lecture Hall. Abbey
economic justice and security.
has accepted another job,
calls western ranchers “welfare
1987-1988
Bucklew confirms he will
parasites,” and says he carried the
Nov. 18 — A crowd of 300 peo
leave UM March 15 to
gun to ward off potential conflict
ple participates in an anti-racist
assume the presidency at
with the audience.
march to the UM Oval. Jon Warman
West Virginia University.
April 18 — Hunter S. Thompson
and the two other members of his
Jan 29 — The space shuttle

n ri vw J-A vmecL, S S - S &
ave HC^irLpotrlcIc,

announce that student fees will be
used to pay off
bonds for
WashingtonGrizzly Stadium.
The Kaimin
reports that UM
promised not to
use student
money when
the stadium
1988-1989
was built in
Oct. 14 — Vice-Presidential can
1986.
didate Dan Quayle is interrupted by
Sept. 29 —
a man wielding a Bible during a
ADSUM files a discrimination suit
campaign speech to a crowd of 450
against UM for “failing to make pro
at a Missoula luncheon. The man
grams accessible to the disabled...”
called Quayle a liar and challenged
Oct. 5 — An Environmental
him to read from the Bible. Quayle
Studies professor and four EVST
was then jeered by a large crowd
students are issued subpoenas from
while leaving the Holiday Inn.
the FBI for their alleged involvement
Nov. 9 — George Bush is elect
in a tree spiking incident.
ed the 41st president of the United
Oct. 11 — UM President James
States.
Koch announces his plans to leave
Feb. 7 —A winter storm bringing
UM on July 1 to take a position at
high winds and cold temperatures
Old Dominion University.
forces a three-day closing of UM
Oct. 11 — The Kaimin reports
and causes $10,000 in damage.
that it did not publish on Oct. 6
May 10 — NBC News anchor
because its new
Tom Brokaw is
Macintosh comput
scheduled to
er system crashed.
speak at the
Cause of the crash
journalism
was first thought to
school’s annual
be a virus.
Dean Stone
Nov. 9 — UM
awards ban
celebrates
quet, but turns
back at the airMontana’s 100th
port'in
anniversary with
campus-wide
Minneapolis
when events
events.
leading up to
March 6 —
ASUM’s elections
the massacre
committee recom
at China's
Tiananmen
mends that the
recent elections
Square heat
up.
should be thrown
out because of a
May 18 — A
political ad that
guest column
appeared in the
by Mark Grove
says the
Kaimin the day
before the election.
Kaimin has the
entertainment
April 18 —
Carroll O’Connor,
value of spit,
a UM alumnus and
and calls the
paper's editors
former Kaimin
staffer, returns to
‘ unwitting
UM to announce
dupes” of con
The commissioner o f higher edu
servatism.
the creation of two
cation and chairman of the
scholarships.
Board o f Regents, hang in effigy
May 31 —
May 15 — UM
Feb. 8, 1990, outside the
UM journalism
University Center. Sophomore
Alumnus Bill
student and
Scott Wiseman urges students to
Gallagher donates
boycott classes to support the 19
former Kaimin
$1 million for UM’s
UM plumbers, electricians and
effort to construct
columnist Mark
laborers who wanted higher
a new business
wages.
Grove dies of
building.
cardiac arrest.

newly organized White Student
Union march against the march.
May 11 — Presidential hopeful
Rev. Jesse Jackson tells a group of
4,000 people in Arlee that he wants
to bring the concerns of Montanans
to the White House — especially
Native Americans. “You were here
first,” he said.

1989-1990
Sept. 28 — UM officials
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K a im in

G«

heading out to “tra n sfe r” th e caged b ear to a
front page, bn'*
editors of the#
place w here “kidnappers from Bozeman”
could not succeed in th e ir prem editated plan.
helped transfr®
It was d ark a t th e Pomajevich farm so the
scrapbook ms®
tion of heatecf
K aim in crew w ent about its business
for example, m
u n daunted, loading Fessy and cage onto the
policy withouii
flatbed w ith h ardly a concern. L urking in the
background was a sleepy Joe Pomajevich, a
irreverent criuf
The Kaimis:
Grizzly linem an, who was ju s t out of earshot
to h e a r Ingram say to E rlandson, “Poor Joe, if lasted all the*
Kaimin throuE
he only knew w hat we are doing to him .”
era. In many a
M eanwhile, to th e consternation of the
th a n ju s t the t
K aim in crew, one of th e Pomajeviches had
hurricane, tug
acted on an uneasy feeling and telephoned
Even thou#
th e Phi D elta house, only to learn th a t the
supposed brothers out in front were really
i t -------------------kidnapping crusaders. B ut the news had fall
en a b reath too late as th e truck outside sped
away, w ith th e low m urm ur of a Chevy coupe
following close behind.
N ot a family to be foiled, the Pomajeviches
scram bled together a posse for the chase to
liberate Fessy, and soon E rlandson mentioned
to his buddies th a t “5,000 Pomajeviches are
cornin’ after us and they’ve all got shotguns!”
In a m ad car chase into M issoula, the
Pomajevich contingent sen t one vehicle east
on South Avenue and th en north to head off
th e Kaim in crew, while another of the fam i
ly’s clan tailed Forssen going ea st on South
T hird S treet. It all came to an end n ear
H aw thorne School w hen Forssen’s flatbed was
stopped by a Pomajevich barricade. A rriving
upon th e confusion only seconds later, D ugan
steered his Chevy coupe down into the barrow
p it and scream ed around the barricade, leav
ing h is stu d en ts behind. For th is episode,
D ugan forever earned th e nicknam e “Ditchy.”
And although th e entrapped Kaim in
staffers la te r were released unharm ed, they
would never le t th e ir beloved adviser live it
down.
years old is lini
Thirty-seven y ears later, D ugan retired
needs a doctor’!
from th e journ alism school w ith his body
wisdom have fa
in ta c t and his m ind y earning for a break.
and listen close!
T his w as a professor who h ad never given up
Kaimin triumph
on th e K aim in even through the m ost tu m u l
“The Kaimin’i
tuous of tim es — except for th e Fessy kidnap tion than it was
ping — and w as now bidding farewell. His
early days,” Dog
leaving created such a wave of nostalgia th a t
in the journals
n early 200 form er stu d en ts contributed
is livelier. The si
farew ell le tte rs th a t were bound into the
th a t affect them.
“E dw ard B. D ugan” book.
Seeing Dugan
Journalism Built
D ugan’s influence on so m any lives is
a p p a re n t am ong its pages. M any of his rem i
den’s return tohi
niscing stu d en ts rapped out th e ir first stories more like a work
in K aim in newsroom, an d they tell th e stories Dugan’s alwajsJ
they have been'j
of his and th e ir ten u re there. These stories,
When Dugan ani
w ritten by stu d en ts from the classes of 1937
he toured the
th rough 1974, come tog ether to create a saga
completion, and!
th a t rep resen ts much th a t the K aim in has
he wouldn’t hasei
stood for and h as become in its 100 years of
publication.
walls of “The Shi
“I came herein
A lthough th e K aim in is a concrete in s titu 
was one of thepin
tion, it has a m alleable face th a t is shaped
Dugan said. “Ofg
differently by each y e a r’s editor and staff.
a t $1,800 a year.'
I t w as th e policy of Colin R aff to ru n the
But soon Dogan
la te st Grizzly scores across the top of the

The Ki
haps a
c a tio n
w h a t \i
early d
cam pti
student
problet
them.

■

Brigette Moss/Kaim in

ON A RECENT visit to the journalism school, Ed Dugan relived some of the memories o f his 37 years as
Kaimin adviser.

Ed Dugan fo u n d that being the first
Kaimin adviser took tough skin,
sharp wits and a fa s t car
A school official had ju s t asked th e
M ontana Kaim in staff of 1937 to fabricate a
story to generate in te re st in th e upcoming
football game betw een th e Grizzlies and
Bobcats. It would be convenient, th e official
said, if the school mascot, “Fessy,” was sud
denly kidnapped by Bozeman no-gooders.
F irst-year Kaimin adviser Ed Dugan, everm indful of a jo u rn alist’s responsibilities,
replied, “absolutely not.” B ut a fter th e official
expressed his displeasure w ith th e young pro
fessor and his students, he storm ed out of
“The Shack.”
Several inventive stu d en ts proceeded to
convince D ugan th a t fabricating such a story

would be unnecessary if th e kidnapping actu
ally took place. The 26-year-old Dugan, barely
older th a n his stu d en ts, got a sparkle in his
eyes and together the group hatched a h a r
row ing and hazardous plot to steal th e school
mascot.
D ugan and Kaim in editor Don L arson com
m andeered D ugan’s Chevy coupe, while
K aim in staffers Ed E rlandson, John Forssen,
H al Letcher, Kenny Ingram and Owen Grinde
borrowed Forssen’s dad’s flatbed contracting
truck.
Posing as Phi D elta fratern ity brothers
concerned for th e mascot’s safety, they called
th e Pomajevich place w est of town, before

Story by Kevin Crough

Through the years...

Ed Dugan spent 37 years
watching the Kaimin
grow up.
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1940
A 29-YEAR-OLD
Ed Dugan pulls
double duty as an
adviser and jour
nalism instructor.
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odfather
ft,lot later came the more liberal
rflfe 1960s, like David Rorvik, who
f»ntorm the Kaimin from college
Saterial into a controversial colleceatedopinion. Rorvik’s generation,
pie,wouldn’t support any university
thoat a thorough review and an often
itcritique.
iimin’s first full-time adviser outthe controversies and ushered the
Hough its transitions from era to
an; cases Dugan found him self more
the adviser; he was in the eye of the
itugged at from all sides,
lough Dugan’s face today a t 86

Kaimin's p e ra livelier p u b lin than it was in
we ca ll the
days. The w hole
us is livelier. The
fits id e n tity the
sms th a t a ffe c t

— ------------------------------------------------ 5 5

ined, and his h e a rt sometimes
i t ’ s boost, his spirit, charm and
i failed to deteriorate. If you look
hsely enough, his memories of
iphs and travails are still fresh,
rin’s perhaps a livelier* publica
n s in w hat we would call the
Dugan said recently while sitting
iism library. “The whole campus
he students identify th e problems
jem.”
Igan inside the aging w alls of the
ituilding is like w itnessing a warr.o his prison. The J-school is
fork camp th an a prison, but
lys fancied telling students th a t
pn “paroled” upon graduation,
i arrived in th a t balm y fall of ‘37,
>J-school, which was nearing
,md breathed a sigh of relief th a t
Have to work w ithin th e drafty
kShack” very long,
ire from Texas because M ontana
je pioneer schools of journalism ,”
: Of course I was grossly overpaid
iear.”
'.'ugan’s 37-year relationship w ith

th e J-school had him brim m ing w ith pride.
He winces w hen he rem em bers how Kaim in
staffers som etim es h ad to s ta rt sm all fires in
The Shack, b u rn in g copy paper in w astebas
k ets in order to thaw th e ir fingers long
enough to peck aw ay a t th e typew riters. B ut
he sm iles w hen recollecting how he used to
stick his head out of th e classroom door and
announce, to th e delight of th e en tire
Jo u rn alism Building, “T rain six now leaving
on track seven!” before closing th e door for
his 1 p.m. advertising class.
Dugan, however, is not th e foremost expert
on D ugan stories. The b est ones come from
those who looked up to him over th e years.
Those people describe D ugan as a m an w ith
heaps of hum or an d a wide grin to accompany
it.
Ja c k Cloherty, paroled from th e K aim in in
1972, who la te r w ent on to work for syndicat
ed colum nist Ja c k A nderson and is now a pro
ducer for NBC’s D ateline, wrote in th e D ugan
book, “You’ve become a symbol of some of the
finest th in g s it stan d s for. The j-school may
not be ‘th e house th a t D ugan bu ilt,’ b u t it’s
dam n close.”
Ja c k C ounihan, paroled in 1972, who la te r
worked for Sports Illu strated , wrote, “And, of
course, you once conducted an en tire lecture
(for which I received no refund) w ith a pencil
in your te e th .”
B etty Bloomsburg Butler, class of 1942,
rem em bered try in g to learn how to smoke like
Dugan, using “th e D ugan Dribble, a lung-full
of smoke held several effective m om ents, th en
ejected in short, dram atic puffs from both
n o strils.”
And they rem em bered D ugan’s brilliance,
too. Ken B erry w rote, “Your best lectures
were as good as I ever heard, more e n te rta in 
ing th a n “Laugh In ” ... and lio re down to
e a rth th a n D em ocrats.” Suzanne Lintz Ives
rem em bered how D ugan referred to a fellow
professor who was a punctuation fanatic and
had recently had his colon removed, as “old
semi-colon.”
Jew el Beck Lansing, paroled in 1952,
became an accountant, b u t rem em bered w hat
D ugan used to say about th e persuasive color
blue.
“You could have th e hom eliest d aughter in
th e whole world, hom elier th a n a dishpan-full
of w arts, p u t a sack over h e r head, dress h er
in blue, send h er to A laska, and she’ll find a
husb an d in no tim e.”
Maybe it w asn’t a coincidence th a t the
D ugan book was covered in blue. And maybe
it’s not a coincidence th a t th e K aim in is sail
ing into its second century w ith such a strong
wind behind its sails. T here were rough
tim es, law suits, budget cuts and lots of stu 
dents w riting stories, b u t D ugan never
changed. For 37 years, he was th e K aim in’s
constant. And he never reg retted a day of it.

1953

1969

BESIDES ACT
ING as adviser
and a member of
the publications
board, Dugan
was the mainstay
of that perennial
force, the journal
ism bowling team.

A 67-YEAROLD Dugan
prepares for his
final years of
Kaimin advis
ing. He would
serve until
1974.
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THIS CARTOON, depicting Montana’s Board o f Examiners,
caused a university crackdown and the resignation of two
Kaimin editors, including Carroll O’Connor, in 1949.

O 'C onnor recalls Kaimin's
most infamous controversy
I rem em ber th e Kaimin
course was the censoring of a
cartoon; it depicted state leg
newspaper. The dean had let
islators as ra ts on a raid.
it be known th a t he him self
(Didn’t it?) I rem em ber
had th e power to stop the
Kaimin editorials criticizing a press ru n of the Kaimin, but
sta te bond issue. The bulk of
said he would never do th a t
the students had b u t a vague
unless Bill asked him to. Now
idea of w hat the words “bond” w hat did th a t mean? Why
and “issue” m eant alone, and
would Bill ask him to? He
no idea of w hat they m eant
th u s kept clear of the crisis.
joined, and so they didn’t
He knew th a t Bill was about
care. When told simply th a t
to jum p into the C lark Fork
the UM president was raising
anyway, and th a t I, holding
questionable money to spend
Bill’s hand, would join him on
on the campus, th e students
th e Higgins Avenue Bridge.
merely visualized digging,
The campus, the town of
ham m ering, and plastering,
Missoula, the town of H elena
and still didn’t care. The fac
and who knows who else,
ulty, having no say in things,
w ent on believing th a t the
least of all the future of the
students a t UM were running
campus, didn’t care. Kaimin
a free newspaper, indeed a
editor Bill S m urr cared.
b etter new spaper since a
I don’t rem em 
maverick editor
ber who in the
and his radical
adm inistration or
pal had h it the
faculty or student
river.
governm ent
People don’t
warned Bill th a t
worry about
the Kaimin attack
much about
on th e legislature
censorship.
was intolerable —
Editors worry
bad for th e u n i
about it, but
versity. Bill of
editors will
course thought it
never be free of
was appropriate
it unless they
and good, and so
become owners
did some other
and publishers.
people. Maybe
People have
Carroll O’Connor
the president
always known
in 1949.
sent his w arning
th a t they never
One o f the many
to Bill through
get the plain
faces o f controversy.
someone on the
tru th about
student publica
anything; th a t
tions board, or through the
persons w ith lies to promote
dean of journalism . But the
and the power to promote
president w anted Bill to take
them have always
the ra t cartoon out of the
squelched and adulterated
paper. Bill refused, b u t said
facts. People long ago learned
th a t if he got an order to kill
to live contently w ith skewed
it from the publications
information in bamboozled
board, he would obey and
societies.
then resign. This made things
easy for the president, who
—Carroll O’Connor was an
in stantly got w hat he w anted
associate editor at the K aim in
by telling the student board
in 1949. He resigned with edi
to give Bill the order. Thus, it
tor B ill Sm urr after the
could be said th a t the stu 
adm inistration ordered the
dents were dealing one of
Sept. 28, 1949, K aim in confis
th eir own.
cated and destroyed. O’Connor
The journalism dean
went on to play Archie Bunker
seemed aw are of the most odi in the television series *A ll in
ous side of the affair, which of the Family.”
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affairs by declaring war on Iraq in
1991. Students at UM declared their
opposition through several protests, cul
minating with a 3,000-person Oval
gathering on Jan. 16.
The decade moved on but suffered
blemishes on its social face, especially
when sexual assaults were plaguing
UM’s campus. Tb combat the increasing
number of rapes, the Sexual Assault

Recovery Service was created in 1992.
But there were stellar moments, too.
For the oppressed minorities, the ‘90s
were a vehicle of independence.
Political correctness helped all people
recognize ethnicity by changing the
rules of language. On campus, gay men
and women climbed to the summit of
awareness and tried to conquer a
mountain of hate and ignorance direct-

ed at them.
And sitting in the rocking chair of
observance was the Montana Kaimin,
now 100 years old. All these events are
the stories told from the perspective of
this campus’s old watchdog, which
seemed to never miss the point, all the
while conveying the voice of its readers.
Whether it was a front-page photo of
two men kissing, or the editorials laced
with four-letter words and ideal
istic muses, the Kaimin has
always remained the clear mirror
of the diversity of students.
For its own victory, the
Kaimin achieved another step
toward its own independence in
1996 when UM students
approved a Kaimin fee — con
ceived in 1995 by an ambitious
editor. No longer would the
paper have to publish its daily
columns under the threat of eco
nomic sanction from the student
senate.
Now the old watchdog takes
us into the future. All of its read
ers and staff members have
defined its character, and in
return, it has given us perspec
tive. The next century will pose
many changes for the Kaimin,
but its story telling will always
be a constant.

The last decade of the 20th century
is the proverbial cherry on top of a
mountain-sized sundae. Not that they
were this millennium’s sweetest years
— that’s for the experts to decide. This
cherry is a symbol of the century’s
fruition; its coming of age and maturity
as an era.
As the days of 1995 wound down
and we could just see the horizon of
the new millennium, thousands of
fans witnessed the crowning of U^Ts
greatest champion. Grizzly quarter
back Dave Dickenson had just led
his school to the top pedestal of col
legiate sports in a 22-20 victory over
Marshall University for the Division
I-AA National Championship. Fans
let tears escape down their cheeks
when Dickenson was handed the
nation’s MVP award and had his
number retired. He spoke with
President Bill Clinton over the
phone, and he became a legend for
all ages.
In a way, Dickenson helped repre
sent both the pinnacle of UM’s pre
sent age, and a bright contrast to
this decade’s shadowy moments.
President George Bush ushered
us into the *90s, enforcing the
United States’ interests in foreign
Quarterback Dave Dickenson celebrates Montana’s 22-20 victory over Marshall in the 1995
NCAA I-AA title game in Huntington, W.Vb. Dickenson was later awarded I-AA’s Heisman,
the Walter Payton Award, and his No. 15 was retired in a ceremony following the team’s
return to Missoula. Dickenson set 26 school records as a Grizzly, making him the school’s
greatest player ever. He also set eight Big Sky Conference records and three national records.

1990-1991
Sept. 20 — UM’s new
president, George
Dennison, outlines his pri
orities in the Kaimin. He
considers capping enroll
ment to help budget woes.
Oct. 25 — ASUM
grants the Kaimin a
$10,000 loan to help pay
for start-up bills. Several
senators opposed the loan.
Oct. 31 — About 350
people gather in the UC to
condemn the United
States’ involvement in the
Persian Gulf. “I'm sick of a
government that lies to its
people,” Political Science
Professor Ron Perrin said.
The re ’s a big mind-fuck
going on in this country
and I'm not going to stand
for it.”
Nov. 1 — Hundreds of
protesters gather on the
Higgins Avenue Bridge and
on campus chanting “Hell
no, we won’t go ... No
blood for oil.” Several hun
dred students disrupt
classes on campus.
Nov. 15 — The ASUM
Senate passes one of the
nation’s first student-gov
ernment peace resolutions.
Nov. 15 — To cut costs,
the Kaimin is reduced from
7.000 issues per-day to its
current 6,000-issue format.
Jan. 15 — Students
and professors are called
to duty in the Persian Gulf.
Jan. 16 — One of the
largest protest gatherings
in the school’s history is
staged on the Oval. About
3.000 people gather, then
march to the county court
house to begin a 24-hour
peace vigil.
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Jan. 17 — President
George Bush launches
attacks on Iraq to liberate
Kuwait.
Jam. 18 — About 15
war protesters halt a
nationally-televised Grizzly
basketball game, angering
fans who pelt them with
potatoes.
Jan. 25 — Charges of
discrimination leveled
against UM's School of
Education in 1989 are
dropped by the Office of
Civil Rights.
Feb. 7 — The UM foot
ball team signs Great Falls
star quarterback Dave
Dickenson. T h e kid's
dynamite when he’s got his
back to the wall,” coach
Don Read said.
Feb. 20 — The Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band and
Sawyer Brown play in
UM’s Harry Adams Field
House.
Feb. 28 — President
Bush declares the Gulf
War over.
March 5 — UM’s bas
ketball team wins its first
conference championship
in 13 years.
March 7 — Missoulians
protest plans to tear down
the Prescott house.
April 25 — State
employees strike, including
as many as 500 UM staff
members, to protest a
state pay plan.
April 30 — A.B.
Guthrie, journalism grad
and Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of T h e Big Sky,”
and T h e Way West," dies
at 90.
May 10 — About 60
people meet on the Oval to

protest gay harassment in
Jesse Hall.
May 15 — Garth Brooks
and the Judds play Harry
Adams Field House.

This November 14, 1997 cartoon poked fun at UM Police
who tried but failed to prevent a prankster from placing
pumpkins on the pillars of Main Hall.
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1991 -9 2
Oct. 1 — About 50 stu
dents set up tents on the Oval
to protest Missoula’s housing
crisis. The protesters fall the
tents, labeled Tent City,” after
President Dennison promises
to look into the problem.
Oct. 16 — Students, facul
ty and staff boo the appoint
ment of Clarence Thomas to
the Supreme Court.
Oct. 23 — A $30,000 loan
from the school’s auxiliary
funds account helps the com
pletion of UM’s tennis courts.
Oct. 24 — UM's enroll
ment hits a record high of
10,788.
Oct. 31 — ASUM joins a
coalition to take legal action
against Gov. Stan Stephens'
efforts to cut university bud
gets and raise tuition.
Nov. 20 — UM President
Dennison reacts negatively to
recent racial harassment on
campus, saying, “We simply
don’t tolerate it.”
Nov. 21 — UM’s Black
Student Union and members
of a white supremacist group
clash verbally in a forum in
the University Center.
Nov. 21 — State groups,
including ASUM, win in an
injunction against Gov.
Stephens' efforts to raise
tuition.
Feb. 11 — Four UM stu
dents are arrested for chain
ing themselves to Sen. Max
Baucus' office railing in protest
of a wilderness bill.
Feb. 27 — ASUM supports

allowing UM Police to carry
handguns full time.
March 10 — UM's Clover
Bowl is selected as the site for
the new business building.
March 30 — The Steve
Miller Band plays in Harry
Adams Reid House.
April 1 — A U.S. Supreme
Court ruling costs Montana
one of its two seats in the
House of Representatives.
April 28 — The Kaimin edi
torial staff writes a First
Amendment editorial justifying
its decision to publish a fullpage paid advertisement pro
claiming the Holocaust did not
take place.
April 30 — Former UM
basketball star Kevin Hood is
given 20 years for having sex
with a girl under the age of 16.
May 1 — ASUM
announces its plans to sue
the city of Missoula over the
residential parking district.
May 1 — African-American
students on campus express
shock at the acquittal of four
Los Angeles police officers for
the beating of Rodney King.
1992-93
Sept. 2 — Facing a record
enrollment, the university
opens up campus dorm base
ments to accommodate the
number of students staying in
overflow housing.
Sept. 3 — UM’s Sexual
Assault Recovery Service is
opened.
Sept. 29 — A report
released by UM's Sexual
Assault Recovery Service
states that about 8.5 percent
of UM's female students were
sexually assaulted last year.
Oct. 28 — Preacher Tom
Carlisle, a traveling evangelist,
appears on the Oval, drawing
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mixed reviews. Among other things
“Preacher Tom" says he believes
Jews w ill go to hell fo r their nonChristian beliefs.
Nov. 4 — Democrat B ill Clinton is
elected president, and Republican
Marc Racicot is elected Montana's
governor.
Nov. 6 — Seven members of UM’s
faculty protest in wheelchairs in front
of Jeannette Rankin Hall, citing the
building’s inaccessibility.
Dec. 1 — For the firs t tim e, the
alcohol ban at the Foresters’ Ball w ill
be enforced.
Dec. 8 — A UM ROTC professor
is charged with rape, stemming from a
1990 incident.
Jan. 21 — A hepatitis A outbreak
in Missoula prompts several thousand
people, including UM students, to
seek vaccine shots at the county
health department.
Feb. 26 — Two women announce
their plans to be married despite the
Legislature's recent ban on gay and
lesbian matrimony. The Kaimin runs a
front-page photo of the couple.
March 11 — B ill Schwanke, the
21-year veteran G rizzly sportscaster
and form er Kaimin sports editor, signs
off as the “Voice of the G riz.’
March 11 — Ulysses Doss,
founder of UM’s African-Am erican
Studies program, announces his
retirement after 25 years.
March 2 4 — The Kaimin reports
that the city of Missoula is in violation
of its own housing ordinance by rent
ing to three unrelated students.
March 25 — UM hosts the NCAA
Western Regional Women’s
Tournament fo r the first tim e.
March 30 — The Blue Mountain
abortion clinic bums and officials sus
pect arson.
March 30 — A UM committee
chooses a spot on the Oval to con
struct the new Honors College. The
selection follow s months of debate
over the site.
April 1 6 — J.P. Betts becomes
UM's first openly
homosexual ASUM
president.
April 23 — W orkers
continue their twomonth search fo r a
tim e capsule buried
somewhere in the cor
nerstones of Main Hall.
The capsule was sup
posed to be opened
fo r the celebration of
UM's centennial.
April 27 — Events
kick off a week-long
celebration o f UM’s
100th birthday. Plans
to honor Clarence
Prescott on his 100th
birthday are spoiled
when Prescott, who
has lived a ll his life on
a house at the eastern
edge of campus, is
hospitalized. He died
soon after.

<r}(m i

9 0 - 9 1 ; Q m a fe c u fA tw , 9 1 - 9 2 ; H c u ie n G o a i& i, 9 2 - 9 3 ; H

Dickenson led the G riz to a record 39
points in the fourth quarter in what
some call one of the top five Griz
games of all tim e.
Sept. 9 — J.P. Betts announces
he w ill stay on as ASUM president,
which causes several senators to
leave the meeting in protest.
Sept. 21 — G rizzly legend George
“Jiggs” Dahlberg dies at 93.
Sept. 28 — Faced w ith violations
of the Gender Equity laws, UM's ath
letic departm ent is faced with money
problem s as it tries to bring its pro
grams up to national standards. This
is despite a new athletic fee that was
at first voted down by the students but
approved by the Board of Regents
anyway.
Oct. 1 — Students plan a ticket
burning outside of W ashington-Grizzly
Stadium before this week's game to
protest the athletic fee.
Oct. 13 — Two gay men — a
Lambda Alliance board member and
an ASUM senator — kiss in public to
cap an hour-long speak-out in the
U niversity Center as part o f Coming
Out day. The Kaimin runs a front-page
photo of the kiss, prom pting some
com plaints.
Nov. 9 — UM’s football team wins
its first Big Sky cham pionship since
1970.
Dec. 9 — ASUM Senate votes 116 to once again remove J.P. Betts, but
the issue w ill go to students before a
decision is final.
Jan. 21 — “No Home On The
Range,” the Kaim in's first special
inserted tab of the 1990s appears. It
deals with students’ struggle to find
affordable housing in M issoula.
Feb. 3 — J.P. Betts resigns as
ASUM president, the first executive to
do so since 1990.
Feb. 22 — M issoula’s Roxy
Theater, the castle of $1 movies,
bums. Ensuing reports blame arson.
March 4 — UM seals a controver
sial deal to sell 83 acres o f Fort
Missoula land to a private developer.

the firs t tim e the paper is available to
the world over the Internet.
Aug. 25 — ASUM and several stu
dents threaten to sue the city of
M issoula over its housing ordinance.

This Kaimin photo o f convicted Unabomber Ted Kaczynski ran on
page o f the paper on April 5, 1996. The Kaimin sent reporters and
phers to Lincoln and Helena to cover his arrest.

Sept. 8 — UM student Craig
Altm aier, a member of the Student
Radio Organization, announces his
intentions to bring a student radio sta
tion to UM.
Sept. 21 — Former UM football
player Brian Payne signs up fo r 37
credits and completes 23 of them in
one summer school session.
Sept. 27 — Vice President Al Gore
visits UM.
Oct. 25 — UM’s football team
makes history when it clim bs to the
No. 1 spot in the NCAA Division l-AA
poll.
Oct. 28 — The Kaimin reports that
drug busts on campus have more
than tripled in the past
year.
Nov. 18 — The Board
of Regents approves a
7,000-seat addition to
W ashington-Grizzly
Stadium.
Dec. 2 — Kaimin
reporter Thomas Nybo
goes one week without eat
ing anything but food he
finds in dumpsters and in
downtown free-lunch buf
fets.
Dec. 6 — ASUM asks
its vice president, Jon
Lindsay, to resign because
the Senate says he’s too
lackadaisical. He resigns
three days later.
Jan. 26 — UM misses
the Americans W ith
Disabilities Act’s deadline
to have all campuses upto-date w ith accessibility
standards.
Feb. 2 — A UM fraterni
1993-94
ty member is charged with
August 25 —
rape. Michael Johns is
ASUM President J.P.
charged again on Feb. 7
Betts is placed on six
with raping another girl
months’ probation after
several months earlier,
pleading guilty to mis
which triggers a campus
demeanor theft for
wide debate over the next
stealing $312 from
several weeks.
Worden’s Market,
Feb. 9 — For the sec
where he was an
This picture o f two men kissing graced the front page
ond tim e, Pearl Jam choos
employee. ASUM bylaws of the Oct. 13, 1993 Kaimin. The kiss marked the end es UM as its kick-off to a
would not allow Betts to
of an hour-long speak-out in the University Center.
world tour. The highly suc
be impeached for his
cessful band plays in Harry
actions, but he said a
Adams Field House.
vote of “no-confidence” from the
April 14 — Five members of the
March 1 — Kaimin editor Kyle
Senate might bring his resignation.
student group “First Khurkh of the
Wood calls for students to approve a
Sept. 1 — At a campus forum,
Emaskulate Perkeption of Kount
student fee for the Kaimin, w riting that
almost two out of every three students
Khokula” burst into the Kaimin office
the fee “would free the Kaimin of its
call for J.P. Betts' resignation.
and take several staff members
financial obligations to the govern
Sept. 1 — Students take a ban on
hostage. The group members are
ment you elect and that m erits unen
smoking in the University Center with
masked and wield squirt guns, w ater
cumbered scrutiny.”
nearly no com plaints.
grenades and a plastic knife. Their
April 12 — Michael Johns is
Sept. 2 — ASUM votes 12-8 in
goal is to get students to attend a
charged with two felony counts of
favor of asking for J.P. Betts’ resigna
protest of the athletic fee.
crim inal endangerment stemming
tion. However, the president delays
April 28 — Four students start a
from the two rape charges filed
his decision whether to resign.
petition that calls for the refund of the
against him earlier.
Sept. 8 — Sophomore quarter
“illegal” athletic fee.
back Dave Dickenson leads the
1995-96
Grizzlies to a 52-48 win over South
1994-95
Sept. 5 — UM basketball coach
Dakota State in his first start.
Kaim in On Line appears, m arking
Blaine Taylor w ill return after he com
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pletes alcohol rehabilitation courses
mandated fo r a DUI conviction.
Sept. 19 — Avoiding a lawsuit, UM
agrees to buy back a parcel of Fort
M issoula land it had sold to a private

developer.
Sept. 19 — Longtime UM History
Professor Robert Lindsay dies sud
denly at 65.
Oct. 4 — Many UM students
express outrage over the acquittal of
form er football star O.J. Simpson from
charges that he murdered his ex-wife
and her friend.
Oct. 5 — UM changes its “spirit"
colors from copper, silver and gold to
maroon and silver, prom pting protests
from some fans.
Oct. 24 — A UM student who hit
his dorm roommate over the head
with a wooden baseball bat faces up
to 10 years and a $50,000 fine for
felony assault.
Nov. 28 — UM professor M artin
W einstein is awarded $170,000 from
the university by M issoula D istrict
Court. W einstein was w rongly fired in
1993, a jury decided.
Dec. 5 — UM’s football team w ill
host its first-ever sem ifinal game after
defeating Georgia Southern, 45-0, in
W ashington-Grizzly Stadium.
Jan. 30,1996 — The Kaimin pub
lishes a special section marking the
G rizzlies' National Championship in
football.
Feb. 13 — A fter three days of
searching, rescue workers still can't
find the body of UM student Ryan
Cross, who apparently fell into the icy
Clark Fork River.
March 6 — ASUM’s president and
vice president call fo r an end of verbal
contact with the Kaimin, saying the
paper's coverage of a proposed pub
in the University Center was unfair. In
a note passed at an ASUM Senate
meeting, the vice president wrote that
the Senate should cut the Kaimin’s
funding because the paper’s coverage
angered him.
March 7 — ASUM President M att
Lee resurrects the Kaimin fee plan
that would give students the option of
paying $2.50 per sem ester directly to
the paper.
March 12 — ASUM designates $0
for next year’s Kaimin budget.
April 4 — Ted Kaczynski is arrest
ed in Lincoln as the Unabomber sus
pect. Four journalism students take
the first photos of the suspect and
their work appears around the world.
April 16 — UM head football
coach Don Read announces his
retirem ent.
May 10 — UM students approve
independent funding for the Kaimin, a
first in the paper's long history.
1996-97
Sept. 10 — “Eye Spy,” the
Kaim in's first weekly entertainm ent
guide, appears.
Sept. 17 — UM football players
and members of Sigma Chi fraternity
are involved in a weekend brawl, but
charges are pending an investigation.
Sept. 20 — Two football players
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and one fraternity member are
charged with misdemeanor assault.
Sept. 20 — KBGA, the new stu
dent radio station tabbed
“Revolutionary Radio,” debuts.
Sept. 26 — UM
Greeks announce a fratem ity-wide alcohol
ban.
Nov. 3 — UM offi
cials find a pumpkin on
the top of Main Hall's
dock tower. For the
next several weeks, offi
cials debate what mea
sures they m ight use to
get it down, but decide
to leave it be.
Nov. 6 — Montana
Gov. Marc Racicot is re
elected by a record
margin.
Nov. 19 — UM
English professor and
celebrated author
W illiam Kittredge w ill
retire in the spring.
Jan. 28 — The
G rizzlies advance once
more through the l-AA
the front
playoffs to the national
photogra cham pionship game
against M arshall, but
lose this tim e, 49-29.
1997-1998
Sept. 3 — New campus policy pro
hibits smoking within 25 feet of any
campus building. President George
Dennison says com plaints about
smokers crowding doorways caused
the policy change.
Sept. 4 — UM head football coach
Mick Dennehy is fined $1,000 for
allowing assistant coaches to com
pete in a charity golf tournam ent over
the summer. Tournament proceeds
contributed to high school scholar
ships. The coaches' participation was
a m inor NCAA infraction.
Sept. 16 — UM biochem istry pro
fessor Tom North resigns after
allegedly stalking one of his students
over the summer.
Sept. 19 — Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor speaks
at UM.
Sept. 30 — The largest freshman
class in UM history helps push UM’s
enrollm ent to an all-tim e high 12,124.
Nov. 4 — Remembering the
Halloween prank of a year ago, UM
officials station a guard in Main Hall's
dock tower overnight to ensure that
no pranksters put a pumpkin up there.
Nov. 13 — Foiling the efforts of
UM police, pranksters place two
pumpkins on Main Hall. “We just
weren’t ready fo r a Veterans Day
pumpkin,” says Ken W illett, director of
campus security.
Nov. 20 — Alfred and Barbara
Johnson, two long-tim e UM staff
members, are killed in a car wreck on
their way to work.
Jan. 27 — O fficials approve a
$14.7 m illion facelift fo r Harry Adams
Field House w hile students are away
on Christm as break.
Jan. 29 — UM President Dennison
returns from the Super Bowl, where
he watched his son, Rick, help coach
the Denver Broncos to football immor
tality.
Feb. 11 — Keith Dukes, a construction worker installing rigging in
the University Theatre, falls from a
scaffold to his death.
Feb. 18 — UM productions
announces plans to bring Pearl Jam
to UM in June to kick o ff another
world tour.
Feb. 20 — UM professor Philip
Maloney suffers a heart attack and
dies while meeting with students at
the Press Box Casino.
March 3 — O lym pic gold m edalist
and world-record freestyle ski jum per
Eric Bergoust returns home to
Missoula from Nagano, Japan to a
hero’s welcome.
April 10 — The Montana Kaimin
issues a special 32-page edition cele
brating its 100 years of service to the
university. The tab is the largest in
Kaimin history.

—Text by Kevin Crough
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Worden's
Five Locationsl891-Present

WORDEN’S BUSY CORNER H B fll
OTTIS A . W O R D E N ^ P r o p .

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
STAPLE and FANCY GROCERIES W E M
FRUITS AND V E G E T A B L E S

Ave.

1907 - 1925
501 N. Higgins
2

Slogan: "You're safe a t W orden's

(across the street)

H ig g i n s

W est Spruce

East ^ m c e

S p t] u c e

1987-Present
W o r d e n 's M a r k e t & D e li
4 5 1 N . H ig g in s
Exie and Tim France, Prop. Live Montana Deli, 90
cheeses, 300 beers, 1100 wines, specialty and
imported foods, candies, meats, coffees, espresso
Bar. Great atmosphere. Fun people.

. 1941-1987
-Worden's Super Market
434 N. Higgins

4

5
5 4 9 -1 2 9 3
pax. 549-6844
, .
website:
www.wordens.com

120,000 Kegs sold, 180 wines, 50 beers, cheeses, meats.

Slogan: "Worldly Food and Drink-cheaper than you think"

Slogan: "We know what's in the bottle"

OTIS A . W O R D EN , INC.
T b i Grocery De Lux*
WHOLESALE AND R E TA IL GROCERS

HAY,

G R A IN ,

FR U IT,

Ph on M 43 an d 61

Wholesale and Retail
Groceries

VEGETABLES
403 N orth M ig^na

W o r d e n s w e n t t h r o u g h s ix d if f e r e n t o w n e r s a t th is
lo c a tio n , f in a lly e n d in g u p w ith T im & E x ie F r a n c e
w h o w e a th e re d th e " m a ilin g " o f M is s o u la -th e r e s u lta n t
d e c a y o f d o w n to w n a n d th e r e b i r t h o f it a ll w ith o u t
c l o s i n g a s i n g l e d a y . W o r d e n 's h a s b e e n o p e n e v e r y
d a y a s lo n g a s a n y o n e c a n r e m e m b e r .

M I m ou Io, M o n t.,

Hay, Grain, Fruit, Vegetables

1925-1941

Slogan:
"Satisfaction guaranteed on everything we sell”

3

W est P in e

H ig g in s
—

P in e

WORDEN'S SPECIALS

Bishop & Worden
Otis A. Worden,
200 Block N. Higgins Grocer, Dies
F o r 18 y ea r s O tis A.
1891-1907
W orden was in business on

HUGHES BROS. BULK SAUERKRAUT ____ Lb. 19c
LARGE OREGON FRESH CRAB .........................Lb. . 15c
< CANS CLEARWATER BONITA TUNA FISH $ 1 .0 0
FRESH SFRING CHICKEN ....................... ........ Lb. 19c
YACHT CLUB COFFEE .................. .................. - Lb. 79e
2 Vi LB. BAR-B'Q CHICKEN .................... Each $ 1 .4 9
PhaiMi us

mi4 w,

you

East Pin e

$ c —

/

1

will h av, Hi,m r«*4jr h f
you call.

wImn

Don't Foroat Our Frao Tuba Tasting Machina
Test Y tw Radio and Toloviaion Tuhaa F an

WORDEN'S MARKET
Spruca fir Higgins

The Bon

lea Cold Boor To Go

1958
W est Front

East Front

H ig g ins & S p ru c e
Downtown, Missoula 5 4 9 - 1 2 9 3

ATM lAmexI

Check us out at:
w w w .w o rd e n s .c o m

Obituary taken from the Missoutian.
M
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th e n o rth w est c o r n e r o f
Higgins avenue and Spruce
street From there he moved
h is g r o c e r y to th e o ld
S ch lossb erg b lock on the
corn er o f H iggins avenue
and Pine street.
In November, 1936, Mr.
Worden opened the grocery
store built for him on the
southeast corner o f Spruce
street and H iggins avenue.
He operated the store until
his death. A ssociated w ith
him in the business were his
sons.
The W orden fam ily has
b een id en tified w ith the
g r o c e r y b u s i n e s s in
Missoula for 65 years. Tyler |
W orden en tered the
business in 1887. Later he
became a partner o f Arthur
Bishop under the firm name
o f Bishop & W orden. They
had a store in the 200 block
o f North Higgins.
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‘NO WAR’ signs a sign of the times in UM history
Kim S k o rn o g o s k i
Kaim in Reporter___________
Doug Harding and Gabrielle
Grace sat among nearly 3,000
people on the Oval, carrying
nicrns painted with the words
“Pray for Peace” and wearing
peace signs and stars on their
cheeks.
They were there to send a
message to the President of the
United States — th at students
wouldn’t accept his sound bites
as justification for war.
About 2,600 students
marched to the Missoula
County Court House that day,
phnnting “Hell no, we won’t
go!” When they reached their
destination, the rally organiz
ers led the crowd in an emo
tional rendition of “We Shall
Overcome.”
One observer yelled at a
protester, who was flying the
flag upside down.
But this, UMs largest
protest, didn’t take place in the
1960s. It was against the
United States’ 1991 involve
ment in the Gulf War.
That’s not to say UM stu
dents didn’t have plenty to say
about the United States’
involvement in Southeast Asia.
One of those protests
occurred in 1966 and ended in
violence when hecklers began
throwing eggs, apples and fists.
Several people were seen

throwing broken glass, and one
professor suffered a bloody
nose.
On O ct 16,1969, Gary
Curtis, then a junior in educa
tion and a Vietnam veteran,
read from Post Office steps the

William Arensmeyer, president
of the Young People’s Socialist
League, bum his draft card in
the Music Recital Hall on
March 2,1966. The FBI ques
tioned Arensmeyer three days
later about the incident.

reports of protest after protest
on every issue from civil rights
to bad cafeteria food.
The day after Martin
Luther King was murdered in
Memphis, 270 protesters gath
ered to show Missoula th at

UM’s largest protest was in 1991, when nearly 3,000 people gathered to tell former President
George Bush they would not go to war for oil.
names of 120 Montanans killed
Students picketed Main
racism does exist in the West.
in the war. As each name was
Hall, they painted the ‘M’ in
A professor was maced by
read, a protester lay down on
psychedelic colors and protest
Missoula policemen and car
the sidewalk. A moment of
ried off for disturbing the
ers occupied the ROTC build
silence followed to honor the
ing all night.
peace. On-lookers called the
dead.
protesters “crackpot pinkos,”
The pages of the Montana
Nearly 200 people saw
“disgusting” and “nuts.”
Kaimin are littered w ith.

Four “Negro” students
planned a sit-in May 21,1968,
in UM President Robert
Pantzer’s office, demanding
UM offer “Negro History and
culture courses, hire two Negro
professors to teach those class
es and recruit Negro students.”
Other causes weren’t as
popular, but students were
motivating change.
April 27,1967, Alice
Windsor camped in a tent on
the Oval, protesting the uni
versity’s polity requiring
female students under the age
of 21 to live on campus. NBC,
ABC and a Spokane television
station all filmed her protest.
Four students’ suspensions
were lifted April 10,1966, after
1,000 student protesters gath
ered outside Main Hall. The
students had been suspended
because they pinned down an
officer who had come to break
up a 300-person snowball fight.
May 10,1991, about 50 stu
dents held hands in a circle on
the Oval after a Jesse Hall res
ident was harassed by several
people shouting anti-homosex
ual slurs a t his window for an
hour and a half.
But whatever the cause, the
students never went unheard.
“It accomplished a lot,” then
UM Political Science Professor
Barclay Kuhn said April 6,
1968. “It makes people start
talking.”

%
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Happy 100th, Kaimin

Photo of A.L. Stone, center, first dean of the School of Journalism, courtesy of the K. Ross Toole Archives, University of Montana.

Dean Stone w ould be proud.
A n d we are too.
The faculty and staff of the University of Montana
School of Journalism congratulate you for a century
of outstanding news, features, and photography.

Kerry Anderson
Sharon Barrett
Tad Brooks
Gus Chambers
Terry Conrad
Sherry Devlin
Megen Drake
Ed Dugan
Joe Durso, Jr.
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Ray Ekness
Rebecca Hazlitt
Charles Hood
Bill Knowles
Lynne Kisling
Joel Lundstad
William Marcus
Greg MacDonald
Dan McComb

Bob McGiffert
Derek Pruitt
Patty Reksten
Dennis Swibold
John Talbot
Carol Van Valkenburg
Clem Work
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Kaimin knows recipe for trouble
T h o m a s M u lle n

Kaimin News Editor
For campus controversy: Mix stodgy
administrators and overbearing student
leaders; sprinkle liberally with front
page stories and scandalous editorials.
This recipe has been a staple of the
Montana Kaimin for a good portion of
the last 100 years, defining the tenuous
relationship between a school’s leader
ship and its student newspaper.
Be it shady student politics or admin
istrative arm-pinning, the actions of
campus movers and shakers have
always had a home on the Kaimin’s
front page. But the Kaimin, too, has at
times found itself at the center of cam
pus attention, facing everything from
reaction over tasteless editorials to libel
charges to zeroed budgets and attempted
coups.
An infamous incident between the
Kaimin and higher-ups occurred in 1949
when Kaimin editor Bill Smurr ran an
editorial ripping the Montana Board of
Examiners for shucking university bud
get recommendations. Next to the editor
ial, Smurr ran a cartoon of three rats
gnawing at a bag of university funds.
UM President James McCain, fearing
state-wide repercussions, stopped pro
duction of the paper and confiscated all
existing copies. He urged Smurr to light
en the editorial and ditch the picture of
the rats. Smurr refused to get rid of the
picture and again McCain stepped in to

A

stop production.
Conservatives passed a resolution oppos
McCain called an emergency meeting
ing any “obscene, subversive and licen
of student senate, then called Central
tious” campus publications. After receiv
Board, and the body sided with the pres ing letters from UM parents, Gov. Tim
ident. Frustrated, Smurr resigned and
Babcock suggested that Kaimin editori
was soon to
als might nega
be followed
tively impact
by associate
the university’s
editor Carroll
funding.
O’Connor,
Despite calls
later the star
to resign,
of TV’s “All in
Rorvik finished
the Family.”
his term as edi
The next day
tor.
Central
Kaimin
Board asked
shenanigans
him to recon
also caused a
sider, promis
state-wide
ing him a
uproar in
free hand.
December 1984
This cartoon ran in 1996, when then ASUM
However,
President Matt Lee zeroed the Kaimin’s budget after when a satire
Smurr figured several negative stories about his administration.
issue featured a
if he resumed
story titled
the job McCain would take over the
“Reporter squished by farting, 300paper.
pound Republican.” The story was a
Almost 20 years later it was the
first-hand account of a Kaimin reporter
embattled reign of Kaimin editor David
encountering flying food and a “vortex of
Rorvik th at brought a daring new edge
stench” at a Republican gathering,
to the paper and created a whole new
accompanied by a real photo of a
cast of enemies.
Missoula Republican activist. The
Following editorials blasting the
Kaimin later apologized for the story.
Catholic church for its
stance on birth control,
and others calling for
legal prostitution and
drugs, a group called
the Montana

l^n?^rat0fs
aT
t°° rials
ria i s P

STlf)

lclents

But
the biggest
source of contention
embroiling the Kaimin has been the
paper’s stormy relationship with UM’s
student senate.
In the mid-80s, a task force was
established to examine the relationship
between the two organizations after
ASUM and the state’s insurance paid
$14,500 to settle the libel suit. UM sug
gested that the journalism school should
be responsible for paying future suits or
that an ASUM committee to screen edi
torials. Neither would come to fruition.
In 1996, ASUM President Matt Lee
and Vice President Dana Shonk, angry
over Kaimin reporting of their efforts to
put a pub in the University Center,
called for an end to verbal contact with
the Kaimin. Shonk wrote in a note that
the Senate should cut the Kaimin’s fund
ing because he disagreed with the
paper’s coverage. Later in the semester,
ASUM reduced the paper’s yearly bud
get from $30,000 to $0.
Students then voted to pay $5 a year
to the paper instead of through ASUM,
and the Kaimin won its independence.

TTENT/ON:ALL MEN!

Big Brothers Big Sisters needs a fe w

a d v o c a t e

/

good men! 3 0 boys are w aiting for Big
Brothers! Can you accept this

Servi Deinde Celebra

challenge?
If you w a n t to be a friend and mentor,
shoot hoops, take hikes, go bow ling or
work on the car.....a Little Brother is
w aiting for you!
Please call our office n o w - 721-2380 or
stop by 21 00 S. Higgins Avenue.

Make a positive impact on the life of a
child and the future of your community.

In our 30th year o f service, the UM
Advocate organization would like to thank
the follow ing offices fo r their support:
UC Administration
Alumni Association
President's Office
Admissions and New Student Services
Career Services
UM Foundation
UM Relations
ASUM

Congratulations to the Kaimin on your
100th anniversary! We wish you 100 more
years o f success!
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Of Missoula
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25 Different

50 B E ER S

PBNQCERQS

on TAP

A u to m a tic
T e lle r
M a chine

CIGARS

40+ Single
Malt Scotches

1IVIis s o u l a . IV lontanaj

158 Ryman, Missoula, MT •721-6061

We Congratulate the Kaimin on 100 Great Years!
M A R T I N I S
•
•
•
•
•
•

"ry One of These!

The
The
The
The
The
The

Classic Martini
Classic Vodka Martini
Bergoust Olympic Gold Martini
Cherry Kiss Martini
Stabilizer Martini
Lemon Drop Martini

" S h a k e n ,
T\ *1

TT

TT

/

n o t
A p

11

s tirre d ."
•

rr

' Daily Happy Hour • p i-i p i • 2tor 1 fell in is • i l l off ill Pirns •
The Rhinoceros Schedule
Sunday

M onday

importNight Wheel of Beer

M
iniport

HourlySpins

Tuesday

Scotch &
Cigar Night
SI off all cigars
$1 off all single
malt scotches

W ednesday

Thursday

Pint Night

Margarita
Night

April 16th
Widmer
(Keeptfaegbssw/

"Hop Jack"
"Golden Bock"

ie b a y 's lf)

April 23rd

SHOOWks

"Obsidian Stout
(Nitrogen Injected •
'Bond Street Brown"

Deschutes
Double
j lt t
leer
Margarita
April 25th
Molson Golden only $3.00 DrroingstifFRE Sierra
Nevada
$1.25/glass
Charge in and get your horn wet"

IS cents off/glass
only$2J5 $2J o f pitcher
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"Wheat Ale"
"Pale Bock"
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Beer for books...

They gathered by the thousands for the ultimate kegger
McCue said Clark Hanson, a former
Muckenhim said. “So we drove 800
UM student, deserves the kudos for
miles to Montana for a kegger.”
Muckenhim and Crawford helped to bringing students together to drink and
benefit books.
drink 1,000,16-gallon kegs th at year.
Hanson wrote a 500-page book on
They also helped add 1,024,000 fluid
organizing “maxi-keggers” based on his
ounces of urine to the Miller Creek
experience as the forefather of TIM’S
watershed.
Aber Day.
Bill Johnston, today director of the
He committed suicide in Sidney in
UM Alumni Office, attended the keg
1979, the last year UM was able to
gers from 1976 through 1979 and said
host the kegger because of its costs.
the event was more about music and
County officials also started raising
people than beer.
questions about the health and safety
“And when you talk to people, they
issues th at arise when so many drank
remember it wasn’t a huge drinking
event. It was the spirit of the event,” he people are in one area at the same
time.
said.
“I had a lot of concerns about the
Liquid Assets, a non-profit corpora
tion comparable to the UM Foundation, kegger,” County Commissioner Barbara
Evans said.
held the kegger for seven years. More
The highway
Photo courtesy o f Bob McCue than $120,000 was
had to be
raised
in
the
last
More than 10,000 people consumed. 1,000 kegs o f beer in 1979 at the last Aber Day
blocked from Kyear of the bash,
kegger.
M art parking
and again more
lot to the fair
Sonja Lee
than 10,000 people
Held from 1972 to 1979, the Aber
grounds. Every
Kaimin Reporter
Day keggers raised money for the
attended.
plastic pitcher
Mansfield Library and were planned by
“It was an
in town was
earnest effort on
a group of students calling themselves
Six North Dakota college students
sold out. Paying
the part of students
piled into their ‘65 Chevrolet and drove TIM’S Liquid Assets Committee.
for security offi
to do something for
Tbday, hundreds of books in the
800 miles on a Friday afternoon in
cers to man the
the library,” said
library still carry the stamp,
1974 —just to drink beer in Missoula.
event started to
Robert McCue,
“Purchased through University Liquid
And they weren’t alone.
come with an
chairman of the
Assets Corp.”
More than 10,000 people converged
outrageous price
committee in ‘79.
The six Valley City College students
in Missoula that year for Aber Day,
tag. And it was
“It wasn’t the most
who drove across the North Dakota
touted as the world’s largest kegger.
nearly impossi
prairie said they weren’t sure how their legitimate way to
One of the those North Dakota stu
ble to find
do it, but it was the
$5 cover charge was being used, but
dents, Deb Crawford, remembers
enough portable
70s.”
they knew it was for a good cause.
watching 10,000 drunks rip around to
Monte Dolack provided the art work for toilets to meet
Classes were can one o f the stickers that appeared on the
John Muckenhim said he knew it
music by the Nitty Gritty D irt Band
safety regula
pitchers at the 1979 kegger.
was a “tree-type” situation in Missoula, celed on Aber Day.
and Elvin Bishop.
tions.
And students spent
and thought it was some kind of cross
“It lived up to its name; I haven’t
But most people were sorry to see
the morning cleaning up campus and
heard of anything else like it,” she said. between Arbor Day and the world’s
the last pitcher poured, McCue said.
the afternoon and evening at the fair
largest one-day drinking event.
“It was just a lot of people dressed like
“But like anything, it just ran its
grounds of Lower Miller Creek drink
“It was a round-table decision and I
hippies.”
course.”
ing as much beer as possible.
didn’t handle peer pressure well,”
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Regular Programming Sunday

KUFM Signs On
For Broadcasting

-Kaimin photo by Walter Bailey
TESTING, TESTING-Toby Lawrence, Red Deer,
Alta., senior in journalism, sits at the master control board of the new FM radio station, KUFM.

In the background is Warren Dale, Ryegate, junior
in Radio-TV. Dale is reading meters on KUFM
transmitters.

KUFM, the new MSU educational FM station, signed on last
night at 7 p.m. with program tests.
The final approval for on-the-air broadcasts was received from
the Federal Communication Commission yesterday mom-ing.
This permits KUFM to broadcast as a non-profit educa-tional
station.
There will be an open house in the Radio-TV Studios Jan. 31
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Following the open house the station will
sign on with the regular program schedule.
KUFM will operate Monday through Friday from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. In special cases the station will run over the regular
broadcast day to bring its audience special concert music.
A portion of the daily schedule will be devoted to classical,
light classical and opera. In addition to music the station will
be presenting in-depth news reports from around the world as
well as its own half-hour news show every night at 8.
All material except local programs is received on tape or
transcription records from such companies as the international
services of the CBC, the BBC and other foreign networks.

You've b een rep o rtin g on u s sin ce th e b eg in n in g ,
w h en w e sh ared th e J o u rn a lism B u ild in g .
T H A N K S!
H a p p y lOOth B irth d ay, K aim in!
APRIL 10, 1998
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Gary Ja h rig served as the Kaimin editor from
1984-85. He is now the education reporter for the
Missoulian.
The telephone in the Montana Kaimin office rang
early and often on the morning of Monday, Dec 10
1984.
Somewhat strange, since the Kaimin was not
scheduled for publication again until the beginning
of winter quarter in January. But it wasn’t future
issues of the Kaimin that readers were calling to dis
cuss.
It was the past — more specifically the final
Kaimin edition of fall quarter. Keeping with a long
standing tradition, the 1984 Kaimin staff had mus
tered up its collective journalistic skills — gleaned
from long sessions of beginning reporting classes
and even longer sessions of late-night beer drinking
— to piece together the annual Kaimin Enquirer
spoof issue.
As in the past, the spoof issue hit University of
Montana and Missoula newstands on the first day of
finals week.
It was generally conceded that the satire within the
12-page edition successfully achieved its goal — to add
levity to a week that is often a stressful and depress
ing time for many students. It was without a doubt,
very funny.
Maybe, even too funny.
The issue served as an outlet for frustrations built
up by a Kaimin staff over a long quarter. It poked fun
at prominent campus and local figures who had been
in the news throughout the preceding months. Hell, it
even made fun of the Kaimin staff.
With headlines such as “Researchers find ‘ass is
best,” “Is your roomate pink?” and “If you’ve got the
money, MontPURG’s got the time,” and bylines carry
ing monikers such as Breath McFowell, Dick Granola,
Bunky Butterhom and Oral Roberts, the issue lam
pooned eveiyone from UM President Neil Bucklew to
myself; the Kaimin editor.
Many of those readers, primarily of the student

:0
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variety, who called the Kaimin on that December
Monday complimented us on our wit.
Many other readers, primarily not of the student
variety, called to discuss another matter.
It seems a story on page 4 of the issue, under the
header “Reporter squished by farting, 300-pound
**

t seems a story on
page 4 of the issue,
under the header
“Reporter squished by fart
ing, 300-pound
Republican,” was a bit too
much for some, particularly
those with right-wing lean
ings. '

I

— Gary Jahrig
Republican,” was a bit too much for some, particularly
those with right-wing leanings. The story was accom
panied by a picture of a prominent local Republican
smoking a cigarette.
Looking back now, some 15 years later, it is indeed
hard to argue that the Republican article bypassed the
intended goal of satire and took that section of the
issue into the land of bad taste. It was mean-spirited
and probably never should have found its way onto
newsprint. Ib put it simply, some student journalists
just got carried away.
But then those were strange times at UM. Ronald
Reagan had just been elected to his second term in
office. College Republicans were running amok on
campus and long-haired Kaimin staffers faced daily
battles with clean-cut, conservative student politician
wannabes. Hacky sack had not yet been discovered by
UM’s frat boys. Enrollment was down. The legal drink
ing age was 19. UM had embarked on an “ambitious”
$10.6 million fund-raising drive. The hapless Grimly
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football team traveled all the way to Japan to absorb a
beating. And believe it or not, there was a parking
problem on campus.
That’s not to say any of the above circumstances
justified the farting Republican article. They didn’t.
But for many of us on the Kaimin staff, the spoof issue
and brouhaha that followed gave us our first real taste
of the powers of the press. Until then we had no idea
how seriously some people could take our little cam
pus newspaper.
As editor, most of the spoof issue backlash landed
right in my lap. It opened many new doors for me,
such as the one to President Bucklew’s office. I-got to
meet the chairman of the local Republican party. I
had the opportunity to spend a lot of quality time
with journalism school Dean Charlie Hood, a fine
gentleman. I even distracted a Missoula County
commissioner, who took time out from planning
future hardware store developments to call for my
expulsion from UM.
It was to say the least, a learning experience. For
instance, I learned to apologize. I apologized to the
subject of the article; to UM officials; to Republican
honchos; and to God above.
I did manage to escape with some journalistic
integrity. Despite merciless pressure, I never once
divulged the name of the anonymous staffer who wrote
the offending article and snapped the infamous picture
(a good thing since I’ve sat next to him in the
Missoulian office for the past 10 years).
Spoof issue aside, my days at the Kaimin were
some of the best of my life. Learning to put out a paper
four days a week under deadline pressure is a far bet
ter training ground than any class. I made lifelong
friends, met my wife and tried, albeit sometimes fruit-'
lessly, to make a difference on an often apathetic cam
pus.
I also made life easier for future Kaimin editors,
who never again had to worry about publishing the
annual Kaimin spoof issue.
After all, who needs tradition when you can be
remembered as the last editor of the Kaimin Enquirer.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
MONTANA KAIMIN ON ITS KDQL
ANNIVERSARY!
u n iv e r s it y
a
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Bob M cG iffert, professor emeritus,
worked as journalism professor from
1966 to 1992.
Fm not one to hold a grudge, so I’ll
get over this. Right now, though, I’m
a bit cross a t the Kaimin for blindsid
ing me. I thought I was ju s t having a
pleasant teacher-student chat, so
when my words showed up a t the top
of Page 1 ,1 felt sandbagged. Not th a t
the quote was wrong. It’s ju s t th a t it
quit before the “but”
part.
That was in
October 1966, and I
was new at UM.
Since then, when a journalism student
has said, “Hi, how are ya?” Tve been
inclined to snap, “Why do you ask?”
Actually, getting burned now and
then was a fair price to pay for my
years of close ties to the Kaimin The
paper gave me lots to talk about in
class: imponderable headlines, outra
geous editorials, tasteless photos,
offended readers, evasive sources, and
angry deans, not to mention bed

“whoms, “lays,” and “Hopefullys.”
I am grateful to three decades of
wonderful Kaimin kids for reminding
me of the painful days when I, too,
was learning to do it right by doing
wrong. T hat may be why I love the
paper as much for its sins as its
virtues. There’s no better teacher
than a monumental mistake.
Like the oversight (mine) that, once
got my newspaper sued for libel. Or
the lunatic language th a t got the
Kaimin into a libel
suit th a t changed
Montana law. Or
the Kai min’s naive
tru st when it pub
lished, unchecked, a phone number
purportedly belonging to a homosexu
al group, but was actually th a t of a
demonstrably hetero clergyman.
When I read yellowing Kaimins I’m
struck by the endurance of the paper’s
content. The packaging has changed,
of course. The issue of Sept. 29, 1966
— the first I experienced live — car
ried eight stories and two mug shots
on Page 1, compared to the standard

^K^imin V o ic e s

editor at Time magazine. He
currently lives in San Diego.

Bill Forbis
B ill Forbis served as
Kaimin editor in 1939 and
later went on to become an

Dean A.L. Stone. Dean
Em eritus in 1939, when I
became editor of the Kaimin.
In the early years of this cen
tury he had been editor of the
Anaconda Standard, a t th a t
time a paper comparable to
the country’s major dailies. He
had then moved to Missoula
and founded the University’s
School of Journalism. Retired,
he was still on hand in a
small office in the then-new JSchool, providing for us his

H e a lth S

ronment,' the m ilitary and the legisla
of three stories plus news photo th a t’s
ture’s hallucinations about w hat goes
common today. Headlines are bigger
and breezier now. Vertical makeup
on here. And today?
has yielded to horizontal.
Language has changed. In the pri
mordial mists where my reporting
career began, most newspapers
viewed “rape” as an unprintable
word. In the 1960s, a Linotype
man was acclaimed for refusing to
set the T-word’ in type for the
Kaimin. In the early ‘70’s, the
phrase “expletive deleted” protect
ed the public from the Nixon
gang’s dirty words. But by the
1980s the Kaimin felt free to dis
cuss clitoral stimulation in a ban
ner head, and by last month it was
a shock to hardly anyone when the
paper reported the h a t trick of the
Bob McGiffert
“Mansfield M asturbator” in 48point type.
Those changes are superficial,
Buildings and presidents come and
though. The Kaimin reveals its char
go a t UM, along with students, coach
acter by w hat it covers and complains
es, parking lots and teachers. The
M ontana Kaimin greets them all, and
about. Thirty years ago it was fees,
parking, requirements, drugs, sex,
bids them goodbye. It’s the great con
athletics, food, the registrar, the envi
stan t on the campus.

experience-based wisdom,
clear-eyed criticism and rightto -the point sense of humor.
Here’s an example.
Some of us Kaimin editors
had been favorably impressed
with a proposal to join college
newspapers elsewhere in an
across-the-countiy opinion
polling organization. We
signed up. Various topics were
suggested, and among the
early ones was: “W hat per
centage of college girls do you
think are virgins?”
Great, we said, and when it
came in we printed the

answer — I can’t remember
whether it was 90 percent or
60 percent or 30 percent or
what. As far as Dean Stone
was concerned, th a t was
beside the point.
Red-faced and waving the
Kaimin, he stormed into the
newsroom. “Anyone who could
answer this question,” he
shouted, his pale blue eyes
glinting large through his bot
tle-glass spectacles, “would
have to have to balls of a
Percheron stallion or a
Methodist minister!”
I still laugh a t that. But

P

e r v ic e

Dean Stone wasn’t being
funny. He wanted to drive
home th a t some questions
have answers and some don’t;
th a t in factual m atters (even
if the fact can’t be verified),
what anyone thinks is irrele
vant. T hat some stories are
stories and other aren’t.
I went on to work with
news magazines and journal
istic books, and doubtlessly
violated many of Dean Stone’s
teachings. But I never asked
anyone’s opinion about the
distance from the E arth to the
moon.

harm acy

Operated by The University of Montana School of Pharmacy

M o n d ay - Friday

9 :0 0 am - 5:1 5 pm
Open Noon Hour
24 Hour Phone-in Refill Service
Phone: 2 43 -5 17 1

Nonprescription Drugs Available
Providing Pharmaceutical Care fo r The University o f Montana and
College o f Technology Students, th eir Spouses and Dependents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacy Consultation with Every Prescription
Expanded Drug Counseling by Appointment
Competitively Priced Prescriptions
Visa, Mastercard and Discover Card Accepted
New or Transferred Prescriptions from any Licensed Practitioner
Located on the First Floor of the Student Health Services
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T.J. Gilles was editor in 1970 before resigning after
being threatened with a libel suit. He is currently edi
tor o f the Havre Daily News.

Vietnam was a poor man’s war. And sometimes a
dumb man’s war.
In order to get rid of some of the inequities of the .
draft system — and slice the anti-war movement in
Newspapers are supposed to reflect — or at least
h alf— the government came up with the draft lottery.
try to keep up with — the life of their communities.
Gen. Hershey went on national TV and piffled out
In Missoula in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, the com birth dates for all the draft-age boys. If your birth
munity was crazy. Nuts. And beautiful.
date had an early number, you would go to Vietnam
I fit right in.
eventually, unless you went to college forever or cut off
Editors in those days had some tough legends to
a toe with an axe. A late number, you could do what
foUow. Rorvik is the most famous of editors, but there
you wanted in life. If you had a middle number, like
were guys like Weber — who wore his ROTC uniform
mine in the 180s, it could go either way, depending on
(as required) to a patriotic rally and then returned to
the success of “Vietnamization,” which was more U.S.
the Kaimin to write an editorial comparing the event
high-tech bombs and
to a Hitler Youth meeting.
napalm and fewer
Being Kaimin editor was considered a pretty cool
American bodies to put
job. When I left Laurel High School with my 1.88 GPA in bags.
and enrolled in the college farthest away from my
The dorm lounges
hometown with no entrance requirements other than
were packed. No one
a Montana diploma, I decided I was going to be the
could get anywhere
editor of the Kaimin
near the TV. The sec
There was a war going on.
ond floor of the
Every county in the nation had its draft board,
Journalism School was
which was on the prowl for unmarried, physically able elbow-to-elbow people
young men over the age of 18 to send to Vietnam. You
that night and the
could dodge the draft — or at least delay it by staying
stairs were jammed as
in college under a “student deferment” — or you could people waited for the
dodge bombs and bullets for a 13-month tour of riceclanky Associated Press
paddies and booby-trapped streets.
teletype to spit the
The
numbers out onto a roll
of paper. I assigned
T.J. Gilles
the staffer with the
com
loudest voice to handle crowd control, which meant
pletely different then, would be unrecognizable today.
yelling out the birthdays and numbers as they came
During one of the many anti-war demonstrations
over the wire.
which regularly punctuated life in Missoula, the
At each announcement, there would be groans or
names of Montana’s war dead were read and people
cheers, even moans or screams as fates were pretty
would lie down in front of the court house steps when
much sealed and young men and their friends and
each name was read. It sort of added a personal touch lovers let the facts sink in. Then they went off to revel
to the sloganeering and rhetoric.
or wallow.
My brother laid down when Richard Dale Pickett’s
Crazy times. White people from Montana would
name was announced. In an action unprecedented at
study urban sociology so they could help out Negroes
the time, the school board voted that the Pickett kids
(that’s what they were called then) in Chicago. The
could get their school lunches for free, since they had
dozens of Afro-Americans (that’s what they preferred
no money. Ricky Pickett was my brother’s best friend.
to be called then) tacked a list of demands to the stolid
They were the same age and grew up together. My
wooden doors of Main Hall and soon thereafter there
brother graduated first in the Class of‘65. Ricky grad was a Black Studies curriculum, which I enrolled in.
uated last in the class o f‘67, my class.
The birth-control pill was a relatively recent phar
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maceutical addition, and under my watch the Kaimin
ran its first coverage of What was then referred te as
the Women’s Liberation Movement. I heard my first
talk about such issues as women’s right to control
their own bodies, of the ills of a male-dominated soci
ety. The Kaimin began dropping references to “Mrs.”
and “Miss” although we stopped short of adopting
Gloria Steinem’s “Ms.”
Other recent pharmaceutical additions included
marijuana, LSD and other substances which were
supposed to expand our minds, free our thinking from
the shackles of our conventional white bread, LeaveIt-Tb-Beaver mentality.
Missoula wasn’t
quite as wild as other
places. In a sleepy lit
tle place called Kent
State University, four
kids got themselves
shot by neighbors who
had joined Ohio
National Guard to
stay out of Vietnam
and hadn’t finished
their crowd-control
training.
In Missoula and
elsewhere around the
nation (but nowhere
else in Montana), the
campus went on
strike.
I wrote a tiny editorial advising the people who
were skipping classes to attend*big rallies on the Oval
that the purpose of the strike was to work toward
ending the war, not spreading violence to this campus.
Many people thought I'd turned Republican.
The strike presented some difficulties. Reporters at
the Kaimin also were students, reporting for credit.
Should they strike, or report on the strike? We still
needed to put out the paper.
A couple of reporters solved this problem by doing
both.
They’d cover a meeting or rally, rising from their
chairs to orate vehemently, then sitting down to take
notes on the other speakers. That was the first day.
The second day of the strike, the were writing
“Concerning U.”

It

s a p ip e , w h o s e s m o k e p a s s e s th rou gh
w a ter to b e c o o le d . I f y o u p a ss e d through
In d ia or E g y p t, y ou 'd s e e lo ts o f 'em . T h e
n a m e is ... se e b e lo w [2]

I t ’s a h o m e m a d e , h e a lth y b u r r ito , widely k n o w n
f o r it d e lic io u s fla v o r. S o m e lik e it h o t . . S o m e
^ m ild ... B u t a ll a g re e d th is b u r r ito is th e b e s t!
C1 ] T h e 1 s t p e r s o n t o n a m e b o t h
a b o v e c a p t io n s
[ 2 ] r e c e iv e s a F R E E B U R R I T O !

the name
is ...

d a y s : A c r o s s f r o m the Post O ffic e
M - F 1 1 to 5 p m .
e v e s : at M is s o u la Paw n f S p ru c e
S t . 8c H i e g i n s J
M - T h u r 6 p m . to 1 2 a m .
F r i . 8c S a t . 6 p m . to 2 a m .
C a l l in o r d e r s w e l c o m e .
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David- R o r v ik was notorious
for writing some the K aim in’s most
seething editorials during his
tenure as editor from 1965-66. He
later went on the write a contro
versial book on cloning. He now
works in Portland, Ore., as a free
lance writer.

morality.
T hat morning
the Kaimin
appeared w ith a
wire story conspicu
ously filling th e edi
torial slot. A buzz
went around cam
pus th a t both I and
the F irst
A m endment had
been sacked. The
pristine p rinter was
hailed a hero by
R otarians and
sm all town newspa
per editors across
the state and the
country. The line
had been held. The
F-word was con
tained, even if the

Thursday night massacre

OK, maybe it w asn’t Thursday.
I don’t remember, and it doesn’t
matter. I’d put the paper to bed,
or a least fluffed up the pillows,
and left the final details to my
most competent associate editor.
Later, my phone rang off campus,
and the associate informed me
that Pub Board, a body I’d often
editorially endowed w ith a limp
David Rorvik
dick, had suddenly stiffened its
resolve. Somebody had ratted to
the board th a t my editorial of th e morrow
w ar in Vietnam was not.
would include a poem, w ritten by an English
Then came to the J-School an alum , a local
major, th a t the board, in th e best bananaadvertising queenpin, bearing a “victory cake”
republic tradition of press freedom, had ju s t
which she presented to the pristine printer,
macheted from the campus literary m agazine
loudly announcing, in th e Kaimin p rin t shop,
on the grounds th a t it was “obscene” owing to
th a t she wished “one of those Kaimin editors”
th e
would show up so th a t she could challenge
him /her to say th a t filthy word to a lady.
Happily, my stalw art m anaging editor, Joe
the
Ward, ju s t happened to arrive on the scene at
dreaded T-word,’ a word th a t m any doctors,
th a t mom ent and promptly introduced him 
ranchers, investm ent bankers w ith MBAs,
self. W hen she dared him to “say it,” Joe
publishers of the R eader’s Digest and radio
looked disdainful and retorted, “W hat the
talk jocks of th a t day were convinced would, if fuck would th a t prove?” I don’t rem ember if
allowed into print, result in an im m ediate and th e cake h it th e floor.
wholesale loss of virginity, a collapse of the
The next day, Joe was walking down the
stock market, a gutting of pork belly futures
hallw ay tow ard th e Kaimin offices when he
and deterioration of dental hygiene through
was abruptly confronted by th e Kaimin’s leg
out the country.
endary faculty adviser, Ed Dugan. Professor
The calls continued into th e early morning
D ugan sternly fixed Joe w ith a piercing gaze
hours as the crisis deepened. I refused to
over th e top of his tradem ark half-glasses and
budge, and Pub Board was still debating
said, “Joe, one of our most im portant alum s
whether to send its goons over to seize the
h as ju s t called me to level a very serious accu
editorial when the “pristine p rin ter” (as I
sation against you.” He paused for effect and
later dubbed him) told the board to relax: he
th en added: “And I sure hope it’s tru e.”
would simply refuse to set the editorial into
The F irst A m endm ent was still alive and
type on grounds th a t it offended his personal
well.

CKaimin Voices
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Hang on cause it’s free!
700S i H i p • Lewis & Clark Square • 728-7245
Open Moa-SaL 7:30a i -10p , • Sun, 9a i -9p i

The shoppe Drycleaning,
Laundry, and Laundromat
MlBElEriAUNDRYDEALINTOWNS
ALWAYSHASBEEN.
Study Tables
TV & Magazines
Two size machines: Homestyle or "Triple Loader"

Best Laundry Deals in Town:
6 Wash Tickets for J5 or
13 Wash Tickets for |10
Wash Tickets Regularly $1 Each
MAYTAG
M ONEY
w ith c o u p o n

One per customer

Happy 100th Anniversary
to the Montana Kaimin!

They get you in to see the dean. They process your financial aid. They feed
you. They are your mom away from mom. They clear the sidewalks to keep
you safe. They make the Oval a beautiful place to play and study.

The University of Montana salutes its staff members.
UM thanks the following Missoula and campus businesses for contributing prizes to help recognize employees on Staff Appreciation Day.

Ace Hardware
Angel Daycare

Espresso Lane
UC Flower Market

Applebee’s
Barnes & Noble Book Sellers

Finnegan’s
Four B’s Inn
Freddy’s Feed & Read
Gasamat
Goldsmith’s
Great Harvest Bread Co.
Grizzly Athletic Association

Baskin-Robbins
Bernice’s Bakery
Big Sky Cydery
Bitterroot Motors
Black Soup Bistro
Break Espresso
Food For Thought,
Second Thought,
Head Quarters
Bakery & Bagels
Cam Seabury-Trendsetters
Campus Recreation
Center at Salmon Lake
Costco
DADCO Travel’s/Travel Bug
The Depot
Doubletree Hotel
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Grizzly Pool
Hastings
Heinrich Floral
Holiday Inn-Parkside
Hunter Bay Coffee Roasters
JC Penney
Jiffy Lube
Kaufman Footwear
Kinko’s Copies
KUFM-FM
KUFM-TV
Lubrecht Experimental Forest

Mammyth Bakery
Marcia Reimers-Gillespie Realty
Marie’s Art-eries
Muralt’s Travel Plaza
Missoula Saws
Office of Campus Security
Paradise Fails
Pizza Hut - East Broadway
Press Box Casino
Quality Supply
Romeo’s
Shadows Keep
Shear Prophesy Hair Design
Shear Perfection
Southgate Mall
Stageline Pizza
Summit Video
TCI Cablevision of Montana Inc.
The Book Exchange
The Bookstore at The
University of Montana
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UM Alumni Association
Travel Connection
Tidyman’s
UC Box Office
UM Intercollegiate Athletics
UM President’s Office
University Dining Services
UC Game Room
University Golf Course
Village Inn Pizza Parlor
Worden’s Market

The University of

Montana
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C arol Van V alkenburg is
the current Kairriin faculty
adviser and a journalism pro
fessor. She was also a Kaimin
reporter in the 1970s.
I have a dream job.
For more than 15 years I’ve
been the faculty adviser to the
Montana Kaimin. I know what
you’re thinking. That surely
it’s more akin to a nightmare
than a dream.
I’ll admit to some unpleas
ant days and sleepless nights.
Fve fielded calls from disgrun
tled deans and a peeved presi
dent or two and on several
occasions have held the phone
some distance from my ear as
a caller shouts about some
slight. Fve witnessed mistakes
th at have made me cringe and

others th a t have
have a “season”
made me laugh.
as do so many
Tve marked up
extracurricular
hundreds of
events. Eveiy day
papers and sat
you’ll find editors
through a thou
and reporters in
sand hours of cri
the office at 8
tique sessions.
a.m. And every
Fve fielded phone
night th at the
calls at 3 a.m. Fve
paper is pub
debated points
lished staff mem
with lawyers.
bers are stffi
C aro l Van Valkenburg
But what Fve
working until 2
done most is to
a.m. or later.
watch fledgling craftsmen turn
These students are the first
into solid journalists. And I
to admit th at sometimes they
can’t begin to convey how
make mistakes. But it’s from
proud th a t makes me.
these mistakes th at they learn
Few people a t this universi their most important lessons.
ty have any idea about the
It’s the sting of a mistake that
number of hours the Kaimin
stays with them longer than
staff devotes to putting out the
does the satisfaction from a
paper. The Kaimin doesn’t
thorough, brightly written

K yle R. Wood was a four-year sta ff
member o f the Kaimin and served as
its editor in 1995 and 1996. He now
works as an Internet news producer at
KING TV in Seattle.
The Kaimin is not, I was once
reminded by an ASUM senator as I
stood before him begging for money,
The New York Times.
Another (sorry) joke a t our
expense.
Of course it’s not The New York
Times, I thought, knowing I could
illustrate the differences better even
than he.
O ur circulation was 6,000 copies,
distributed free around campus. The
New York Times has a circulation of
more than 1.1 million and is available
virtually nowhere in Missoula.
The Kaimin publishes four days a
week and devotes nearly every page
to local, staff-generated photographs

and copy. The New York Times is pub
lished seven days a week and
includes vast column inches filled
with copy generated by wire services.
The Kaimin is operated by people
with better things to do with their
time — namely study — working long
hours for stunningly low wages. The
New York Times is rim by profession
als working long hours for slightly
better wages.
The Kaimin covers The University
of M ontana b etter them any other
newspaper. The New York Times does
not.
Of course the M ontana Kaimin is
not The New York Times or even,
thankfully, the Missoulian. It is the
Kaimin, ru n by tired students devot
ing too many hours a day to covering
the campus. We were sometimes
shrill, nearly always in over our
heads, often blinded by our own bias
es and usually rife w ith errors of a t

story. It’s the mistakes, recog
nized and reviewed, th at make
them better journalists.
So while I acknowledge that
this learning process can some
times take a path that’s per
ilous, I think most about how
many triumphs these students
achieve along the way. Most of
what the Kaimin does is good.
Dam good, in fact. And they
could not do it without the
support of this campus com
munity.
As
impressed
as I am with
the hundreds of Kaimin staff
members who have worked so
hard to bring you news, Fm
also mindful of how many peo
ple on this campus have aided
in their efforts. For the most

part, this university and its
people are open and honest.
Many go out of their way to
make it just what a university
should be: a place of higher
learning. The Kaimin is a cen
tral part of that.
My first association with
the Kaimin came more than a
quarter-century ago. I can
recall the thrill of my first
byline, which was in the
Kaimin. But the task of serv
ing as adviser
to a group of
students so
dedicated and
determined is more than a
thrill; it’s an honor.
Congratulations, Kaimin
staff, to you and to your prede
cessors, for a century of devo
tion.

^Kfttmin Choices

least middling significance.
It’s easy to dismiss the Kaimin.
Indeed, writing about it as a former
staffer can be painful. I tend to focus
on the failures and the mistakes
rath er than on the way we served the
campus community. It was the hard
est job I ever hope to have.
But I wouldn’t have done anything
differently. The Kaimin was the most
im portant aspect of my education,
high school or college.
Kyle Wood
We learned about attribution and
one can easily forget working a t a
hustle. We learned about persuading
a reluctant source to talk. We learned place th a t is so entrenched in one
viewpoint th a t nothing seems worth
about the power of our words printed
fighting for.
for a mass audience.
For a former staffer, the Kaimin
We learned about bias and sweated
becomes a benchmark; we like to put
lawsuits. We learned about politics
as much distance as possible between
and sweated retribution. We learned
us and th a t paper. Fortunately, the
th a t you can’t put a picture of two
paper sets us up with a career’s
men kissing on the front page.
worth of time to do ju s t that.
We learned th a t journalism a t its
best is a messy business, something

Referendumfor UC3rdFloor RenovationSet for April 14-15.
DO YOU THINK

UU
r nresolved life-safety and building-code
issues are moving forward an extensive renova
tion o f the UC 3 * floor. Students will have a
chance to vote on the type o f renovation that
will occur on April 14 and 15.
The UC Board and ASUM selected two
plans that will be put before students. While
"no" is not an option, the renovation fee
w ill n o t be in s titu te d u n til the renovation
is complete, which is estimated to be the fall
o f 1999.

THE 5TUDENT5
WANT A MOVIE
THEATRE, 3 A 5 E ?

THEY G E T
TO VOTE
APRIL 14-15
OINK, OINK

O p tio n 2
O p tio n 7

Student fee of $9/semester

The aim o f this plan is to resolve all the life-safety and building-code issues and
keep the cost to students at a m inimum. Nevertheless, because o f the extensive lifesafety and building-code w o rk required, the project w ill result in a student fee not to
exceed $9 per semester.
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Student fee

university
center

of $12/semester

To enrich campus life, this plan includes a m ultipurpose theater th a t w ould
function primarily as a movie theater and w ould have 35m m projection and Dolbysurround-sound capabilities. UC Programming w ould show film s fo r about $1 or $2.
This plan adds m eeting rooms th a t w ill help the UC generate revenues from
sources other than student fees. Under this plan the $60 operating fee students now
pay w ill not increase fo r at least 5 years unless students propose and support an
increase.
Under this option, students w ould pay a fee n o t to exceed $12/semester.
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ei w w rtv&Vc??

ARiver View From Every Table! Every Week
Specials
G

o l d s m it h

PASTA

A ll pasta dishes are served w ith choice o f a sm all
green o r caesar salad o r a cu p o fso u p , and bread.

goldsmith lasagna
Fresh tomato basil lasagna generously
filled with spinach, artichoke hearts,
alfredo sauce and a blend of
cheeses....$7.95

BLACKTIE PASTA
A bed of bowtie pasta and cheese
tortellini combined with a creamy alfredo
sauce, shredded parmesan cheese and
julienne sliced blackened chicken breast.
A rich blend of unique, complementary
flavors....$9.95
PASTA PRIMAVERA
Sauteed fresh vegetables, basil pesto,
and fresh grated parmesan served over
fettucine noodles....$7.95
MEDITERRANEAN PASTA
Roasted peppers, Kalamata olives,
green onion, broccoli, and Roma
tomatoes in a fresh basil balsamic vinegar
sauce with fettuccine noodles and feta
cheese....$8.95
ITALIAN SAUSAGE AND LEM ON
PEPPER PENNE
Penne pasta tossed with homemade
Italian sausage, red onions, peppers,
spices and olive oil. Sprinkled with Kassari
cheese....$8.95
SHRIMP PASTA
Jumbo shrimp sauteed in a delicate
ginger lemon butter, then tossed with
tricolor pepers and lemon pepper linguine.
Sprinkled with fresh herbs....$11.95
SEAFOOD PASTA
Shrimp, scallops, and fresh fish in a
cioppino style sauce. Served over
linguini_$13.95

’S

ENTREES

A ll entrees are served w ith choice o f a sm a ll green
o r caesar salad o r a cup o f soup, sesoned vefgetables,
fresh baked baguette, and a side choice. Sides include
p a rsle y ro aste d red potatoes, fettuccine alfredo,
seasoned b u tte r noodles o r w ild rice.

G R ILLE D DILL SALM O N
8oz. salmon filet grilled and finished with
a lemon dill butter....$13.95

SUNDAY
Hand battered fish n' chips
$7.95

MONDAY
Baked chicken ziti pasta
$7.95

C O C O N U T C R U N C H S H R IM P
Jumbo shrimp butterflied and coated
with coconut breading. Fried and served
with our tangy sweet plum sauce....$12.95

TUESDAY

C ITR U S CHICKEN W ITH M ANG O SALSA
A boneless/skinless breast marinated
with citrus juices and topped with mango
salsa....$9.95

free scoo|> of Goldsmith's
ice cream with all dinners!

H O N E Y DIJO N CHIC K E N
Chicken breast marinated in white wine
dijon sauce, then grilled and topped with
honey dijon sauce, sprinkled with
chives....$8.95
L IN G O N B E R R Y C H IC K E N
Chicken breast marinated in raspberry
viniagrette with orange juice, lime zest,
shallots and garlic. Grilled and topped with
lingonberry orange sauce and sliveced pine
nuts....$10.95
STEAK AU PO U V R E
Top sirloin medallions rubbed in cracked
peppercorns and sauteed in butter, finished
with brandy mushroom bordelaise....$12.95
C E N T E R C U T T O P SIRLO IN
10oz. Hand cut grilled sirloin steak,
topped with carmelized onions and sauteed
m ushrooms....$11.95

Tequilla lime chicken fajita
$7.95

Serving breakfast, lunch,
and dinner
7 a.m.-9 p.m. daily

809 East Front
On the River by
the UM footbridge
7 2 1 -6 7 3 2
Congratulations
Kaimin on
lo o years!!!
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Urges th e s tu d e n ts

I

of the U n iv e r s ity t o

|

give their patronage to
those who have been
so generous in adver
tising w ith us.

% K aim in
would lik£ to
T tiflN R fe following
for Ih^ir efforts @ dedication
o v p rte past cpntury:

■priilgS&aplis&rtep
tyMrityntfUtai
‘1RH

May thuniKt 100 yum b?as
\ Merltiining /
\ \ asthetet / /

We've been printing
the Kaimin
for 96 years.
Were proud
to he part
of this tradition.
Congratulations
on your
100th birthday
Your UM
Printing & Graphics Team
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n Autumn Q uarter 1970, M ontana Kaimin editor T.J. Gilles hired a young
artist named Monte Dolack to help portray the Kaimin’s voice in a more
visual context.

Dolack’s first paycheck as an artist came from the Kaimin, where he devel
oped and nurtured his eye as an artist with illustrations for the Kaimin’s week
ly “Montana Review” section on subjects like fraternities (pictured above left)
and women’s lib.
“The Kaimin really gave me my start,” Dolack said in April 1998. “I received
encouragement because of my drawings, and it really did encourage me.”
Dolack has sinee become one of M ontana’s most famous artists. He’s gained
national recognition for his posters and paintings, which are displayed around
the world. In 1993 he and his wife opened a gallery in the historic Front Street
area of Missoula.
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